Approximate Bayesian inference methods for stochastic state space models
This thesis collects together research results obtained during my doctoral studies related to approximate Bayesian inference in stochastic state-space models. The published research spans a variety of topics including 1) application of Gaussian filtering in satellite orbit prediction, 2) outlier robust linear regression using variational Bayes (VB) approximation, 3) filtering and smoothing in continuous-discrete Gaussian models using VB approximation and 4) parameter estimation using twisted particle filters. The main goal of the introductory part of the thesis is to connect the results to the general framework of estimation of state and model parameters and present them in a unified manner.

Bayesian inference for non-linear state space models generally requires use of approximations, since the exact posterior distribution is readily available only for a few special cases. The approximation methods can be roughly classified into two groups: deterministic methods, where the intractable posterior distribution is approximated from a family of more tractable distributions (e.g. Gaussian and VB approximations), and stochastic sampling based methods (e.g. particle filters). Gaussian approximation refers to directly approximating the posterior with a Gaussian distribution, and can be readily applied for models with Gaussian process and measurement noise. Well known examples are the extended Kalman filter and sigma-point based unscented Kalman filter. The VB method is based on minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the true posterior with respect to the approximate distribution, chosen from a family of more tractable simpler distributions.

The first main contribution of the thesis is the development of a VB approximation for linear regression problems with outlier robust measurement distributions. A broad family of outlier robust distributions can be presented as an infinite mixture of Gaussians, called Gaussian scale mixture models, and include e.g. the t-distribution, the Laplace distribution and the contaminated normal distribution. The VB approximation for the regression problem can be readily extended to the estimation of state space models and is presented in the introductory part.

VB approximations can be also used for approximate inference in continuous-discrete Gaussian models, where the dynamics are modeled with stochastic differential equations and measurements are obtained at discrete time instants. The second main contribution is the presentation of a VB approximation for these models and the explanation of how the resulting algorithm connects to the Gaussian filtering and smoothing framework.

The third contribution of the thesis is the development of parameter estimation using particle Markov Chain Monte Carlo (PMCMC) method and twisted particle filters. Twisted particle filters are obtained from standard particle filters by applying a special weighting to the sampling law of the filter. The weighting is chosen to minimize the variance of the marginal likelihood estimate, and the resulting particle filter is more efficient than conventional PMCMC algorithms. The exact optimal weighting is generally not available, but can be approximated using the Gaussian filtering and smoothing framework.
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Analysing and Improving Student's Mathematics Skills using ICT-tools
In this paper the supportive actions taken at Tampere University of Technology (TUT) for the first year students in engineering mathematics are discussed. The measures include Basic Skill’s Test (BST), Mathematics Remedial Instruction (MRI), and student profiling based on students' attitudes on learning. Specially, we describe how MRI was implemented in Math-Bridge and carried out at TUT. The effects of MRI for different learner groups using success indicators, log file analysis, and statistical methods are presented and clarified using data visualization.
Minimal Characterization of O-notation in Algorithm Analysis

Previously, we showed that linear dominance is the only definition of O-notation suitable for algorithm analysis [1,2]. Linear dominance was characterized by 8 primitive properties as a down-set of a non-trivial scale-invariant preorder which is preserved under certain modifications to algorithms and is consistent with pointwise partial order. In this paper, we provide a minimal characterization of O-notation, where there are no redundant properties. Such is given by excluding locality from primitive properties.
We study in this paper nonlinear control of a rotary DC servo motor application. To be more specific, we design a reduced-order two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) composite nonlinear feedback (CNF) controller for a Quanser QUBE-Servo 2 unit with a disc attachment. We compare our results with a carefully tuned proportional-derivative (PD) controller with set point weighting. Our simulation and experimental results show that the closed-loop system using 2DOF CNF controller yields much better set point tracking performance compared with the system using conventional PD-controller in terms of settling time.
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Analysis of common rail pressure signal of dual-fuel large industrial engine for identification of injection duration of pilot diesel injectors

In this paper, we address the problem of identification of injection duration of common rail (CR) diesel pilot injectors of dual-fuel engines. In these pilot injectors, the injected volume is small and the repeatability of injections and identification of drifts of injectors are important factors, which need to be taken into account in order to achieve good repeatability (shot-to-shot with every cylinder) and therefore a well-balanced engine and furthermore reduced overall wear. This information can then be used for calibration and diagnostics purposes to guarantee engine longevity facilitated by consistent operating conditions throughout the life of the unit. A diagnostics method based on analysis of CR pressure with experimental results is presented in this paper. Using the developed method, the relative duration of injection events can be identified for multiple injectors. We use the phenomenon of drop in rail pressure due to an injection event as a feature of the injection process. The method is based on filtered CR pressure data during and after the injection event. First, the pressure signal during injection is extracted after control of each injection event. After that, the signal is normalized and filtered. Then a derivative of the filtered signal is calculated. Change in the derivative of the filtered signal larger than a predefined threshold indicates an injection event that can be detected and its relative duration can be identified. We present the experimental results and demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed methods using two different types of pressure sensors. We are able to properly identify a change of ≥10 μs (2%, 500 μs) in injection time. This shows that the developed method detects drifts in injection duration and the magnitude of drift. This information can be used for adaptive control of injection duration, so that finally the injected fuel volume is the same as the original.
Using GUHA Data Mining Method in Analyzing Road Traffic Accidents Occurred in the Years 2004–2008 in Finland

The suitability of the GUHA data mining method in analyzing a big data matrix is studied in this report in general, and, in particular, a data matrix containing more than 80,000 road traffic accidents occurred in Finland in 2004–2008 is examined by LIsp-Miner, a software implementation of GUHA. The general principles of GUHA are first outlined, and then, the road accident data is analyzed. As a result, more than 10,000 associations and dependencies, called hypothesis in the GUHA language, were found; some easily understandable of them are presented here. Our conclusion is that the GUHA method is useful, in particular when one wants to explore relatively small size, but still significant dependencies in a given large data matrix.
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Estimation of above-ground biomass of large tropical trees with terrestrial LiDAR

1. Tropical forest biomass is a crucial component of global carbon emission estimations. However, calibration and validation of such estimates require accurate and effective methods to estimate in situ above-ground biomass (AGB). Present methods rely on allometric models that are highly uncertain for large tropical trees. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) tree modelling has demonstrated to be more accurate than these models to infer forest AGB. Nevertheless, applying TLS methods on tropical large trees is still challenging. We propose a method to estimate AGB of large tropical trees by three-dimensional (3D) tree modelling of TLS point clouds.

2. Twenty-nine plots were scanned with a TLS in three study sites (Peru, Indonesia and Guyana). We identified the largest tree per plot (mean diameter at breast height of 73.5 cm), extracted its point cloud and calculated its volume by 3D modelling its structure using quantitative structure models (QSM) and converted to AGB using species-specific wood density. We also estimated AGB using pantropical and local allometric models. To assess the accuracy of our and allometric methods, we harvest the trees and took destructive measurements.

3. AGB estimates by the TLS–QSM method showed the best agreement in comparison to destructive harvest measurements (28.37% coefficient of variation of root mean square error [CV-RMSE] and concordance correlation coefficient [CCC] of 0.95), outperforming the pantropical allometric models tested (35.6%–54.95% CV-RMSE and CCC of 0.89–0.73). TLS–QSM showed also the lowest bias (overall underestimation of 3.7%) and stability across tree size range, contrasting with the allometric models that showed a systematic bias (overall underestimation ranging 15.2%–35.7%) increasing linearly with tree size. The TLS–QSM method also provided accurate tree wood volume estimates (CV RMSE of 23.7%) with no systematic bias regardless the tree structural characteristics.

4. Our TLS–QSM method accounts for individual tree biophysical structure more effectively than allometric models, providing more accurate and less biased AGB estimates for large tropical trees, independently of their morphology. This non-destructive method can be further used for testing and calibrating new allometric models, reducing the current under-representation of large trees in and enhancing present and past estimates of forest biomass and carbon emissions from tropical forests.
Adaptive optics and lightcurve data of asteroids: Twenty shape models and information content analysis

We present shape models and volume estimates of twenty asteroids based on relative photometry and adaptive optics images. We discuss error estimation and the effects of myopic deconvolution on shape solutions. For further analysis of the information capacities of data sources, we also present and discuss ambiguity and uniqueness results for the reconstruction of nonconvex shapes from photometry.
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Opiskelijoiden oppimistyökalujen käyttö tietokoneavusteisessa Matematiikkajumppa -tukiopetuksessa
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Projektityöskentely matematiikan opiskelussa yläkoululaisten ja heidän opettajiensa kokemana
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Substanssiosaamisen integroinnin vaikutus asenteisiin ja motivaatioon yliopistomatematiikassa
Tässä tutkimuksessa selvitettiin substanssiosaamisen integroinnin vaikutusta ansinmäisen vuoden Insinöörimatematiikka 2-opintojakson opiskelijoiden asenteisiin ja motivaatioon matematiikkaa kohtaan. Tutkimus toteutettiin jakamalla opiskelijat verrokkii- ja intervientioryhmään, joista toisessa opiskelijat tekivät perinteisiä harjoitustehtäviä koko kurssin kauden harjoitusviikon ajan ja toisessa opiskelijat tekivät enemmän alasoveltavia tehtäviä harjoitusviikoilla 2-4. Tutkimusta varten
muodostettiin kyselylomake, johon opiskelijat vastasivat kolme kertaa kurssin aikana Moodlesssa. Tulosten perusteella substanssiosaaamisen integroinnilla on vaikutusksa asenteisiin ja motivaation, mutta tulosten vahvistaminen vaatii lisää tutkimuksia. Integroinnilla ei ollut vaikutusta opiskelijoiden tentistä saatuihin pisteisiin.
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Sähköisen matematiikan tentin toteuttaminen ja opiskelijoiden kokemukset sähköisestä tentistä
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On homomorphisms between products of median algebras
Homomorphisms of products of median algebras are studied with particular attention to the case when the codomain is a tree. In particular, we show that all mappings from a product ($\prod_{i \in I} A_i$) of median algebras to a median algebra ($A$) are essentially unary whenever the codomain ($A$) is a tree. In view of this result, we also characterize trees as median algebras and semilattices by relaxing the defining conditions of conservative median algebras.
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FiB: Squeezing loop invariants by interpolation between forward/backward predicate transformers
Loop invariant generation is a fundamental problem in program analysis and verification. In this work, we propose a new approach to automatically constructing inductive loop invariants. The key idea is to aggressively squeeze an inductive invariant based on Craig interpolants between forward and backward reachability analysis. We have evaluated our approach by a set of loop benchmarks, and experimental results show that our approach is promising.
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Advanced boundary electrode modeling for tES and parallel tES/EEG

This paper explores advanced electrode modeling in the context of separate and parallel transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) and electroencephalography (EEG) measurements. We focus on boundary condition based approaches that do not necessitate adding auxiliary elements, e.g. sponges, to the computational domain. In particular, we investigate the complete electrode model (CEM) which incorporates a detailed description of the skin-electrode interface including its contact surface, impedance and normal current distribution. The CEM can be applied for both tES and EEG electrodes which is advantageous when a parallel system is used. In comparison to the CEM, we test two important reduced approaches: the gap model (GAP) and the point electrode model (PEM). We aim to find out the differences of these approaches for a realistic numerical setting based on the stimulation of the auditory cortex. The results obtained suggest, among other things, that GAP and GAP/PEM are sufficiently accurate for the practical application of tES and parallel tES/EEG, respectively. Differences between CEM and GAP were observed mainly in the skin compartment, where only CEM explains the heating effects characteristic to tES.
Supporting an estimation of satellite locations
An apparatus computes first locations of a satellite for several points in time based on a first set of parameters values broadcast by the satellite for a first validity period and second locations of the satellite for these points in time based on a second set of parameter values with associated second validity period. The first or second validity period is extended by an equation of motion, which includes forces acting on the satellite. The apparatus computes a value of an error component for points in time by comparing first with second locations and fits parameter values of a model to the values of the error component to obtain a model of a time-evolution of values of the error component. The apparatus provides the model of the time-evolution as a basis for a correction of locations of the satellite that are computed based on the first set of parameter values.

Robust Regulation of Infinite-Dimensional Port-Hamiltonian Systems
We will give general sufficient conditions under which a controller achieves robust regulation for a boundary control and observation system. Utilizing these conditions we construct a minimal order robust controller for an arbitrary order impedance passive linear port-Hamiltonian system. The theoretical results are illustrated with a numerical example where we implement a controller for a one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam with boundary controls and boundary observations.
Finite-dimensional regulators for a class of regular hyperbolic PDE systems

In this paper, the output regulation problem is addressed for a class of linear hyperbolic infinite-dimensional systems with spatially varying coefficients modelling a large class of convection-dominated transport reaction systems. In particular, distributed parameter systems with bounded input and unbounded output operators are considered. First, we demonstrate a general conclusion about the exponential stability of the considered system by relating the stability to the solution of an associated differential equation. Based on the assumption that the hyperbolic system satisfies the exponential stability conditions, the main manuscript contribution is the development of two novel finite-dimensional regulators, output and error feedback regulators, such that the controlled output of the plant tracks a reference signal generated by a known signal process (exosystem). In order to guarantee the feasibility of the proposed regulators, the solvability of the corresponding Sylvester equations is discussed and the solvability conditions are provided. Finally, simulations of output regulation of an axial dispersion reactor and a relevant numerical example illustrate the main results and performance of the proposed regulators synthesis.
Semantic Labeling of User Location Context Based on Phone Usage Features

In mobile phones, the awareness of the user’s context allows services better tailored to the user’s needs. We propose a machine learning based method for semantic labeling that utilizes phone usage features to detect the user’s home, work, and other visited places. For place detection, we compare seven different classification methods. We organize the phone usage data based on periods of uninterrupted time that the user has been in a certain place. We consider three approaches to represent this data: visits, places, and cumulative samples. Our main contribution is semantic place labeling using a small set of privacy-preserving features and novel data representations suitable for resource constrained mobile devices. The contributions include (1) introduction of novel data representations including accumulation and averaging of the usage, (2) analysis of the effect of the data accumulation time on the accuracy of the place classification, (3) analysis of the confidence on the classification outcome, and (4) identification of the most relevant features obtained through feature selection methods. With a small set of privacy-preserving features and our data representations, we detect the user’s home and work with probability of 90% or better, and in 3-class problem the overall classification accuracy was 89% or better.
3D shape of asteroid (6) Hebe from VLT/SPHERE imaging: Implications for the origin of ordinary H chondrites

Context. The high-angular-resolution capability of the new-generation ground-based adaptive-optics camera SPHERE at ESO VLT allows us to assess, for the very first time, the cratering record of medium-sized (D ∼ 100-200 km) asteroids from the ground, opening the prospect of a new era of investigation of the asteroid belt's collisional history. Aims. We investigate here the collisional history of asteroid (6) Hebe and challenge the idea that Hebe may be the parent body of ordinary H chondrites, the most common type of meteorites found on Earth (∼34% of the falls). Methods. We observed Hebe with SPHERE as part of the science verification of the instrument. Combined with earlier adaptive-optics images and optical light curves, we model the spin and three-dimensional (3D) shape of Hebe and check the consistency of the derived model against available stellar occultations and thermal measurements. Results. Our 3D shape model fits the images with sub-pixel residuals and the light curves to 0.02 mag. The rotation period (7.274 47 h), spin (ECJ2000 λ, β of 343°, +47°), and volume-equivalent diameter (193 ± 6 km) are consistent with previous determinations and thermophysical modeling. Hebe’s inferred density is 3.48 ± 0.64 g cm⁻³, in agreement with an intact interior based on its H-chondrite composition. Using the 3D shape model to derive the volume of the largest depression (likely impact crater), it appears that the latter is significantly smaller than the total volume of close-by S-type H-chondrite-like asteroid families. Conclusions. Our results imply that (6) Hebe is not the most likely source of H chondrites. Over the coming years, our team will collect similar high-precision shape measurements with VLT/SPHERE for ∼40 asteroids covering the main compositional classes, thus providing an unprecedented dataset to investigate the origin and collisional evolution of the asteroid belt.
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How management intensity and neighborhood composition affect the structure of beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) trees

Key message: The intensity of silvicultural interventions and the neighborhood composition determine branching patterns, crown shape, and trunk attributes of beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) trees.

Abstract: The intensity of silvicultural interventions and the composition of tree species are important forest management decisions. Both determine tree shape and thus influence the value of a tree, be it in terms of economy (trunk form, branchiness), or in terms of ecology (microhabitats). However, our knowledge on the distinct changes in tree architecture due to silvicultural management intensity or different neighborhood diversities is still limited, especially if the focus is on single tree attributes, e.g., branching patterns or crown shapes. We used terrestrial laser scanner data to calculate 25 structural measures for 55 European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) trees that grew either in pure stands along a gradient of management intensity or in intra or interspecific neighborhoods in unmanaged stands. We found a lower height of maximal horizontal crown extension, a higher crown surface area, and straighter trunks with increasing management intensity. Moreover, our study revealed that beech trees surrounded by valuable hardwoods showed a lower height of maximal horizontal crown extension, a lower height–diameter ratio, and longer branches with flatter branch angles than beech trees surrounded by conspecific neighbors. Our findings provide evidence of phenotypic plasticity of European beech to diverse environmental conditions. The differences in tree structure indicate an increasing crown competition with decreasing management intensity and stronger competitive pressure for beech surrounded by conspecific neighbors in comparison to alien neighbors.
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Order reduction for a signaling pathway model of neuronal synaptic plasticity

In this study a nonlinear mathematical model of plasticity in the brain is reduced using the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method. Such methods are remarkably useful for connecting reduced small scale models via the inputs and outputs to form optimally performing large scale models. Novel results were obtained as mathematical model order reduction has not been applied in neuroscience without linearization of the mathematical model and never to the model presented here. The reduced order model consumes considerably less computational resources than the original while maintaining a low root mean square error between the original and reduced model.
Robust Regulation of MIMO systems: A Reformulation of the Internal Model Principle
The internal model principle is a fundamental result stating a necessary and sufficient condition for a stabilizing controller to be robustly regulating. Its classical formulation is given in terms of coprime factorizations and the largest invariant factor of the signal generator which sets unnecessary restrictions for the theory and its applicability. In this article, the internal model principle is formulated using a general factorization approach and the generators of the fractional ideals generated by the elements of the signal generator. The proposed results are related to the classical ones.
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The effect of hardware-computed travel time on localization accuracy in the inversion of experimental (acoustic) waveform data
This study aims to advance hardware-level computations for travel-time tomography applications in which the wavelength is close to the diameter of the information that has to be recovered. Such can be the case, for example, in the imaging applications of 1) biomedical physics; 2) astroseismology; and 3) civil engineering. Our aim is to shed light on the effect of preprocessing the digital waveform signal has on the inversion results and to find computational solutions that guarantee robust inversion when there are incomplete and/or noisy measurements. We describe a hardware-level implementation for integrated and thresholded travel-time computation (ITT and TTT). We compare the ITT and TTT approaches in inversion analysis with experimental acoustic travel-time data recorded using a ring geometry for the transmission and measurement points. The results obtained suggest that ITT is essential for maintaining the robustness of the inversion with imperfect signal digitization and sparsity. In order to ensure the relevance of the results, the specifications of the test setup were related to those of applications 1-3.
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A fractional representation approach to the robust regulation problem for SISO systems
The purpose of this article is to develop a new approach to the robust regulation problem for plants which do not necessarily admit coprime factorizations. The approach is purely algebraic and allows us dealing with a very general class of systems in a unique simple framework. We formulate the famous internal model principle in a form suitable for plants defined by fractional representations which are not necessarily coprime factorizations. By using the internal model principle, we are able to give necessary and sufficient solvability conditions for the robust regulation problem and to parameterize all robustly regulating controllers.
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Asymptotic behaviour in the robot rendezvous problem
This paper presents a natural extension of the results obtained by Feintuch and Francis in (2012a,b) concerning the so-called robot rendezvous problem. In particular, we revisit a known necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of the solution in terms of Cesàro convergence of the translates $S^kx_0$, $k \geq 0$, of the sequence $x_0$ of initial positions under the right-shift operator $S$, thus shedding new light on questions left open in Feintuch and Francis (2012a,b). We then present a
new proof showing that a certain stronger ergodic condition on $x_0$ ensures that the corresponding solution converges to its limit at the optimal rate $O(t^{-1/2})$ as $t \to \infty$. After considering a natural two-sided variant of the robot rendezvous problem already studied in Feintuch and Francis (2012a) and in particular proving a new quantified result in this case, we conclude by relating the robot rendezvous problem to a more realistic model of vehicle platoons.

Volumes and bulk densities of forty asteroids from ADAM shape modeling

Context. Disk-integrated photometric data of asteroids do not contain accurate information on shape details or size scale. Additional data such as disk-resolved images or stellar occultation measurements further constrain asteroid shapes and allow size estimates. Aims. We aim to use all the available disk-resolved images of approximately forty asteroids obtained by the Near-InfraRed Camera (Nirc2) mounted on the W.M. Keck II telescope together with the disk-integrated photometry and stellar occultation measurements to determine their volumes. We can then use the volume, in combination with the known mass, to derive the bulk density. Methods. We downloaded and processed all the asteroid disk-resolved images obtained by the Nirc2 that are available in the Keck Observatory Archive (KOA). We combined optical disk-integrated data and stellar occultation profiles with the disk-resolved images and use the All-Data Asteroid Modeling (ADAM) algorithm for the shape and size modeling. Our approach provides constraints on the expected uncertainty in the volume and size as well. Results. We present shape models and volume for 41 asteroids. For 35 of these asteroids, the knowledge of their mass estimates from the literature allowed us to derive their bulk densities. We see a clear trend of lower bulk densities for primitive objects (C-complex) and higher bulk densities for S-complex asteroids. The range of densities in the X-complex
is large, suggesting various compositions. We also identified a few objects with rather peculiar bulk densities, which is likely a hint of their poor mass estimates. Asteroid masses determined from the Gaia astrometric observations should further refine most of the density estimates.
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Output Regulation of Infinite-Dimensional Time-Delay Systems
We study output tracking and disturbance rejection for linear infinite-dimensional time-delay systems using dynamic error feedback controllers with state delays. The class of systems covers many partial differential equations with state, input, and output delays. As our main result we characterize the solvability of the control problem in terms of the solvability of the associated regulator equations.
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The logics taught and used at high schools are not the same

Typical treatises on propositional and predicate logic do not tell how to deal with undefined expressions, such as division by zero. However, there seems to be a sound (albeit inexplicit) reasoning system that addresses undefined expressions, because equations and inequalities involving them are routinely solved in schools and universities without running into fundamental inconsistencies. In this study we discover this school logic and formalize its semantics. The need to do so arose when developing software that gives students feedback on every reasoning step of their solution, instead of just telling whether the roots that they finally report are the correct roots. The problem of undefined expressions has been addressed in computer science. However, school logic proves different from those approaches. School logic is based on a Kleene-style third “undefined” truth value and the treatment of ”⇒“ and ”⇔“ not as propositional operators but as reasoning operators.
A Mixed Finite Element Method to Solve the EEG Forward Problem

Finite element methods have been shown to achieve high accuracies in numerically solving the EEG forward problem and they enable the realistic modeling of complex geometries and important conductive features such as anisotropic conductivities. To date, most of the presented approaches rely on the same underlying formulation, the continuous Galerkin (CG)-FEM. In this article, a novel approach to solve the EEG forward problem based on a mixed finite element method (Mixed-FEM) is introduced. To obtain the Mixed-FEM formulation, the electric current is introduced as an additional unknown besides the electric potential. As a consequence of this derivation, the Mixed-FEM is, by construction, current preserving, in contrast to the CG-FEM. Consequently, a higher simulation accuracy can be achieved in certain scenarios, e.g., when the diameter of thin insulating structures, such as the skull, is in the range of the mesh resolution. A theoretical derivation of the Mixed-FEM approach for EEG forward simulations is presented, and the algorithms implemented for solving the resulting equation systems are described. Subsequently, first evaluations in both sphere and realistic head models are presented, and the results are compared to previously introduced CG-FEM approaches. Additional visualizations are shown to illustrate the current preserving property of the Mixed-FEM. Based on these results, it is concluded that the newly presented Mixed-FEM can at least complement and in some scenarios even outperform the established CG-FEM approaches, which motivates a further evaluation of the Mixed-FEM for applications in bioelectromagnetism.
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Comparison of wood volume estimates of young trees from terrestrial laser scan data

Many analyses in ecology and forestry require wood volume estimates of trees. However, non-destructive measurements are not straightforward because trees are differing in their three-dimensional structures and shapes. In this paper we compared three methods (one voxel-based and two cylinder-based methods) for wood volume calculation of trees from point clouds obtained by terrestrial laser scanning. We analysed a total of 24 young trees, composed of four different species ranging between 1.79 m to 7.96 m in height, comparing the derived volume estimates from the point clouds with xylometric reference volumes for each tree. We found that both voxel-and cylinder-based approaches are able to compute wood volumes with an average accuracy above 90% when compared to reference volumes. The best results were achieved with the voxel-based method ($r^2 = 0.98$). Cylinder-model based methods ($r^2 = 0.90$ and 0.92 respectively) did perform slightly less well but offer valuable additional opportunities to analyse structural parameters for each tree. We found that the error of volume estimates from point clouds are strongly species-specific. Therefore, species-specific parameter sets for point-cloud based wood volume estimation methods are required for more robust estimates across a number of tree species.

Automatic tree species recognition with quantitative structure models

We present three robust methods to accurately and automatically recognize tree species from terrestrial laser scanner data. The recognition is based on the use of quantitative structure tree models, which are hierarchical geometric primitive models accurately approximating the branching structure, geometry, and volume of the trees. Fifteen robust tree features are presented and tested with all different combinations for tree species classification. The classification methods presented are k-nearest neighbours, multinomial regression, and support vector machine based approaches. Three mainly single-species forest plots of Silver birch, Scots pine and Norway spruce, and two mixed-species forest plots located in Finland and a total number of trees over 1200 were used for demonstration. The results show that by using single-species forest plots for training and testing, it is possible to find a feature combination between 5 and 15 features,
that results in an average classification accuracy above 93% for all the methods. For the preliminary mixed-species forest plot testing, accuracy was lower but the classification approach presented potential to generalize to more diverse cases. Moreover, the results show that the post-processing of terrestrial laser scanning data of multi-hectare forest, from tree extraction and modelling to species classification, can be done automatically.
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Shape model of asteroid (130) Elektra from optical photometry and disk-resolved images from VLT/SPHERE and NIRC2/Keck
Context. Asteroid (130) Elektra belongs to one of the six known triple asteroids in the main belt, so its mass has been reliably determined.
Aims. We aim to use all available disk-resolved images of (130) Elektra obtained by the SPHERE instrument at VLT and by the NIRC2 of the Keck telescope together with the disk-integrated photometry to determine its shape model and its size. The volume can then be used in combination with the known mass to derive the bulk density of the primary.
Methods. We have applied the All-Data Asteroid Modeling (ADAM) algorithm to the optical disk-integrated data, two disk-resolved images obtained by the SPHERE instrument, and 13 disk-resolved images from the NIRC2 of the Keck telescope. We have also derived the shape model and size of Elektra.
Results. We present the shape model, volume-equivalent diameter (199 ± 7 km) and bulk density (1.60 ± 0.13 g cm⁻³) of the C-type asteroid Elektra.
Integral kernels for k-hypermonogenic functions

We consider the modified Cauchy–Riemann operator (Formula presented.) in the universal Clifford algebra (Formula presented.) with the basis (Formula presented.). The null-solutions of this operator are called k-hypermonogenic functions. We calculate the k-hyperbolic harmonic fundamental solutions, i.e. solutions to (Formula presented.), and use these solutions to find k-hypermonogenic kernels for a Cauchy-type integral formula in the upper half-space.
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The Congruences Below Fair Testing with Initial Stability

When analysing behaviours of concurrent systems with process-algebraic methods, the notion of congruence plays a central role. It means an equivalence that remains valid if any subsystem is replaced by an equivalent one. It facilitates powerful compositional methods for the verification of systems. Unfortunately, so many congruences have been defined in the literature that it is difficult to know about them all. Furthermore, it may be that the best congruence for the task at hand is not yet known. The present study continues a line of research that tries to help the situation by choosing a region, listing all congruences in it, and proving that there are no others. The present study covers the congruences that are implied by fair testing equivalence with initial stability. The most important finding is that this region contains only few previously unknown congruences, and none of them seems interesting.

Abstractions for transition systems with applications to stubborn sets

Partial order reduction covers a range of techniques based on eliminating unnecessary transitions when generating a state space. On the other hand, abstractions replace sets of states of a system with abstract representatives in order to create a smaller state space. This article explores how stubborn sets and abstraction can be combined. We provide examples to provide intuition and expand on some recent results. We provide a classification of abstractions and give some novel results on what is needed to combine abstraction and partial order reduction in a sound way.
More stubborn set methods for process algebras

Six stubborn set methods for computing reduced labelled transition systems are presented. Two of them preserve the traces, and one is tailored for on-the-fly verification of safety properties. The rest preserve the tree failures, fair testing equivalence, or the divergence traces. Two methods are entirely new, the ideas of three are recent and the adaptation to the process-algebraic setting with non-deterministic actions is new, and one is recent but slightly generalized. Most of the methods address problems in earlier solutions to the so-called ignoring problem. The correctness of each method is proven, and efficient implementation is discussed.
Stop it, and be stubborn!
This publication discusses how automatic verification of concurrent systems can be made more efficient by focusing on always may-terminating systems. First, making a system always may-terminating is a method for meeting a modelling need that exists independently of this publication. It is illustrated that without doing so, non-progress errors may be lost. Second, state explosion is often alleviated with stubborn, ample, and persistent set methods. They use expensive cycle or terminal strong component conditions in many cases. It is proven that for many important classes of properties, if the systems are always may-terminating, then these conditions can be left out.

A case study of focal bayesian EEG inversion for whitney element source spaces: Mesh-based vs. cartesian orientations
This paper concentrates on the Bayesian detection of the neuronal current distributions in the electroencephalography (EEG) imaging of the brain activity. In particular, we focus on a hierarchical maximum a posteriori inversion technique applicable when the lead field matrix is constructed via the finite element method. We utilize the linear Whitney (Raviart-Thomas) basis functions as source currents. In the numerical experiments, the accuracy was investigated using two spherical head models. The results obtained suggest that the interpolation of the dipolar source space does not necessarily bring any advantage for FEM based inverse computations. Furthermore, the divergence conforming Whitney-type sources were found to be sufficient for precise and highly focal Bayesian modeling of dipole-like currents.
Asymptotics for infinite systems of differential equations

This paper investigates the asymptotic behavior of solutions to certain infinite systems of ordinary differential equations. In particular, we use results from ergodic theory and the asymptotic theory of $C_0$-semigroups to obtain a characterization, in terms of convergence of certain Cesàro averages, of those initial values which lead to convergent solutions. Moreover, we obtain estimates on the rate of convergence for solutions whose initial values satisfy a stronger ergodic condition. These results rely on a detailed spectral analysis of the operator describing the system, which is made possible by certain structural assumptions on the operator. The resulting class of systems is sufficiently broad to cover a number of important applications including, in particular, both the so-called robot rendezvous problem and an important class of platoon systems arising in control theory. Our method leads to new results in both cases.
Bayes Forest: A data-intensive generator of morphological tree clones

Detailed and realistic tree form generators have numerous applications in ecology and forestry. For example, the varying morphology of trees contributes differently to formation of landscapes, natural habitats of species, and eco-physiological characteristics of the biosphere. Here, we present an algorithm for generating morphological tree "clones" based on the detailed reconstruction of the laser scanning data, statistical measure of similarity, and a plant growth model with simple stochastic rules. The algorithm is designed to produce tree forms, i.e., morphological clones, similar (and not identical) in respect to tree-level structure, but varying in fine-scale structural detail. Although we opted for certain choices in our algorithm, individual parts may vary depending on the application, making it a general adaptable pipeline. Namely, we showed that a specific multipurpose procedural stochastic growth model can be algorithmically adjusted to produce the morphological clones replicated from the target experimentally measured tree. For this, we developed a statistical measure of similarity (structural distance) between any given pair of trees, which allows for the comprehensive comparing of the tree morphologies by means of empirical distributions describing the geometrical and topological features of a tree. Finally, we developed a programmable interface to manipulate data required by the algorithm. Our algorithm can be used in a variety of applications for exploration of the morphological potential of the growth models (both theoretical and experimental), arising in all sectors of plant science research.
Computational Model for Simulating Multifocal Imaging in Optical Projection Tomography

We present a computational model describing the blurring of particles with respect to focal distance in 3D optical imaging. The model can be used to improve reconstructions in optical projection tomography.

Context Awareness for Semantic Mobile Computing

In a plethora of smart phones and related mobile applications, users crave innovative and personalized services that adapt to their situation. To achieve that, smart phones need to understand user context and needs for latter providing them with adequate services. This chapter discusses how context can be understood, represented and exploited in smart phones, using techniques from the fields of Semantic Computing, Machine Learning and Graph Theory.

General Integral Formulas for k-hyper-mono-genic Functions

We are studying a function theory of k-hypermonogenic functions connected to k-hyperbolic harmonic functions that are harmonic with respect to the hyperbolic Riemannian metric $k=\frac{1}{2}(dx_0^2+\cdots+dx_n^2)$ in the upper half space.
$\mathbb{R}^{n+1} = \{(x_0, \ldots, x_n) | x_i \in \mathbb{R}, x_n > 0\}$. The function theory based on this metric is important, since in case $k = n - 1$, the metric is the hyperbolic metric of the Poincaré upper half space and Leutwiler noticed that the power function $x^m (m \in \mathbb{N}_0)$, calculated using Clifford algebras, is a conjugate gradient of a hyperbolic harmonic function. We find a fundamental $k$-hyperbolic harmonic function. Using this function we are able to find kernels and integral formulas for $k$-hypermonogenic functions. Earlier these results have been verified for hypermonogenic functions ($k = n - 1$) and for $k$-hyperbolic harmonic functions in odd dimensional spaces.
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**Independent Loops Search in Flow Networks Aiming for Well-Conditioned System of Equations**

We approach the problem of choosing linearly independent loops in a pipeflow network as choosing the best-conditioned submatrix of a given larger matrix. We present some existing results of graph theory and submatrix selection problems, based on which we construct three heuristic algorithms for choosing the loops. The heuristics are tested on two pipeflow networks that differ significantly on the distribution of pipes and nodes in the network.
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Kriging prediction of stand-level forest information using mobile laser scanning data adjusted for nondetection

This study presents an approach for predicting stand-level forest attributes utilizing mobile laser scanning data collected as a nonprobability sample. Firstly, recordings of stem density were made at point locations every 10th metre along a subjectively chosen mobile laser scanning track in a forest stand. Secondly, kriging was applied to predict stem density values for the centre point of all grid cells in a 5 m x 5 m lattice across the stand. Thirdly, due to nondetectability issues, a correction term was computed based on distance sampling theory. Lastly, the mean stem density at stand level was predicted as the mean of the point-level predictions multiplied with the correction factor, and the corresponding variance was estimated. Many factors contribute to the uncertainty of the stand-level prediction; in the variance estimator, we accounted for the uncertainties due to kriging prediction and due to estimating a detectability model from the laser scanning data. The results from our new approach were found to correspond fairly well to estimates obtained using field measurements from an independent set of 54 circular sample plots. The predicted number of stems in the stand based on the proposed methodology was 1366 with a 12.9% relative standard error. The corresponding estimate based on the field plots was 1677 with a 7.5% relative standard error.
Kullback-Leibler Divergence Approach to Partitioned Update Kalman Filter

Kalman filtering is a widely used framework for Bayesian estimation. The partitioned update Kalman filter applies a Kalman filter update in parts so that the most linear parts of measurements are applied first. In this paper, we generalize partitioned update Kalman filter, which requires the use of the second order extended Kalman filter, so that it can be used with any Kalman filter extension such as the unscented Kalman filter. To do so, we use a Kullback-Leibler divergence approach to measure the nonlinearity of the measurement, which is theoretically more sound than the nonlinearity measure used in the original partitioned update Kalman filter. Results show that the use of the proposed partitioned update filter improves the estimation accuracy.
LEADER: fast estimates of asteroid shape elongation and spin latitude distributions from scarce photometry

Context. Many asteroid databases with lightcurve brightness measurements (e.g. WISE, Pan-STARRS1) contain enormous amounts of data for asteroid shape and spin modelling. While lightcurve inversion is not plausible for individual targets with scarce data, it is possible for large populations with thousands of asteroids, where the distributions of the shape and spin characteristics of the populations are obtainable.

Aims. We aim to introduce a software implementation of a method that computes the joint shape elongation $p$ and spin latitude $\beta$ distributions for a population, with the brightness observations given in an asteroid database. Other main goals are to include a method for performing validity checks of the algorithm, and a tool for a statistical comparison of populations.

Methods. The LEADER software package read the brightness measurement data for a user-defined subpopulation from a given database. The observations were used to compute estimates of the brightness variations of the population members. A cumulative distribution function (CDF) was constructed of these estimates. A superposition of known analytical basis functions yielded this CDF as a function of the (shape, spin) distribution. The joint distribution can be reconstructed by solving a linear constrained inverse problem. To test the validity of the method, the algorithm can be run with synthetic asteroid models, where the shape and spin characteristics are known, and by using the geometries taken from the examined database.

Results. LEADER is a fast and robust software package for solving shape and spin distributions for large populations. There are major differences in the quality and coverage of measurements depending on the database used, so synthetic simulations are always necessary before a database can be reliably used. We show examples of differences in the results when switching to another database.
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Maximal perpendicularity in certain Abelian groups

We define perpendicularity in an Abelian group $G$ as a binary relation satisfying certain five axioms. Such a relation is maximal if it is not a subrelation of any other perpendicularity in $G$. A motivation for the study is that the poset $(P, \subseteq)$ of all perpendicularities in $G$ is a lattice if $G$ has a unique maximal perpendicularity, and only a meet-semilattice if not. We study the cardinality of the set of maximal perpendicularities and, on the other hand, conditions on the existence of a unique maximal perpendicularity in the following cases: $G \cong \mathbb{Z}^n$, $G$ is finite, $G$ is finitely generated, and $G = \mathbb{Z} \oplus \mathbb{Z} \oplus \cdots$. A few such conditions are found and a few conjectured. In studying $\mathbb{R}^n$, we encounter perpendicularity in a vector space.
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Modelling anisotropy in non-oriented electrical steel sheet using vector Jiles-Atherton model
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NP-completeness results for partitioning a graph into total dominating sets
A total domatic k-partition of a graph is a partition of its vertex set into k subsets such that each intersects the open neighborhood of each vertex. The maximum k for which a total domatic k-partition exists is known as the total domatic number of a graph G, denoted by d:t(G). We extend considerably the known hardness results by showing it is \textsc{NP}-complete to decide whether d:t(G) \geq 3 where G is a bipartite planar graph of bounded maximum degree. Similarly, for every k \geq 3, it is \textsc{NP}-complete to decide whether d:t(G) \geq k, where G is a split graph or k-regular. In particular, these results complement recent combinatorial results regarding d:t(G) on some of these graph classes by showing that the known results are, in a sense, best possible. Finally, for general n-vertex graphs, we show the problem is solvable in \(2^n n^{O(1)}\) time, and derive even faster algorithms for special graph classes.
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Positive definite arithmetical functions
We are going to define a concept of positive definiteness for arithmetical functions by using GCD matrices. At the same
time we are able to define a partial ordering in the set of arithmetical functions.

Robust controllers for regular linear systems with infinite-dimensional exosystems
We construct two error feedback controllers for robust output tracking and disturbance rejection of a regular linear system
with nonsmooth reference and disturbance signals. We show that for sufficiently smooth signals the output converges to
the reference at a rate that depends on the behavior of the transfer function of the plant on the imaginary axis. In addition,
we construct a controller that can be designed to achieve robustness with respect to a given class of uncertainties in the
system, and we present a novel controller structure for output tracking and disturbance rejection without the robustness
requirement. We also generalize the internal model principle for regular linear systems with boundary disturbance and for
controllers with unbounded input and output operators. The construction of controllers is illustrated with an example where
we consider output tracking of a nonsmooth periodic reference signal for a two-dimensional heat equation with boundary
control and observation, and with periodic disturbances on the boundary.
Some Theoretical Remarks of Octonionic Analysis

In this article we first review the classical results of octonions and octonionic analysis. Then we consider some theoretical properties of the theory and compare it to quaternionic analysis and Clifford analysis.

Stubborn set intuition explained

This study focuses on the differences between stubborn sets and other partial order methods. First a major problem with step graphs is pointed out with an example. Then the deadlock-preserving stubborn set method is compared to the deadlock-preserving ample set and persistent set methods. Next, conditions are discussed whose purpose is to ensure that the reduced state space preserves the ordering of visible transitions, that is, transitions that may change the truth values of the propositions that the formula under verification has been built from. Finally solutions to the ignoring problem are analysed both when the purpose is to preserve only safety properties and when also liveness properties are of interest.
The arithmetic Jacobian matrix and determinant
Let $\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_m$ be such real numbers that can be expressed as a finite product of prime powers with rational exponents. Using arithmetic partial derivatives, we define the arithmetic Jacobian matrix $J_a$ of the vector $a = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_m)$ analogously to the Jacobian matrix $J_f$ of a vector function $f$. We introduce the concept of multiplicative independence of $(\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_m)$ and show that $J_a$ plays in it a similar role as $J_f$ does in functional independence. We also present a kind of arithmetic implicit function theorem and show that $J_a$ applies to it somewhat analogously to $J_f$ applies to the ordinary implicit function theorem.
Two-Sided Hypergenic Functions

In this paper we present an analogous of the class of two-sided axial monogenic functions to the case of axial $\kappa$-hypergenic functions. In order to do that we will solve a Vekua-type system in terms of Bessel functions.
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Wearable RFID perspiration sensor tags for well-being applications – From laboratory to field use

RFID technology has proven to have many possibilities in sensing applications. Smart sensor solutions would be especially helpful in the health and well-being sectors. There is already research on wearable RFID-based sensors, but most are only tested in controlled laboratory environments. The emphasis of this paper is 1) to analyze the performance of two moisture sensor textile tags in realistic field use and through this 2) to discuss their application possibilities. Based on the measurement results, different kinds of textile tags were differently affected by moisture. Especially with embroidered tags the presence of moisture could be detected, including in field conditions. Many applications were also found for the tags. The results indicate potential of RFID-based sensing also in field use, but the actual use environment must be carefully taken into account when implementing the technology.
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interval graphs, and $kk$-regular graphs for $k \geq 3$. We settle precisely the complexity of both problems from the viewpoint of two width parameters: pathwidth and tree-depth. More precisely, we show both problems remain NP-complete for bounded pathwidth graphs, while being fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by tree-depth. Moreover, we show both problems are solvable in polynomial time for block graphs, while Strong Rainbow Vertex Connectivity is tractable for cactus graphs and split graphs.
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**RS-BL-algebras are MV-algebras**
We prove that RS-BL-algebras are MV-algebras.
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Distribution of spin-axes longitudes and shape elongations of main-belt asteroids
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A New Cauchy Type Integral Formula for Quaternionic k-hypermonogenic Functions
In complex function theory holomorphic functions are conjugate gradient of real harmonic functions. We may build function theories in higher dimensions based on this idea if we generalize harmonic functions and define the conjugate gradient operator. We study this type of function theory in R3 connected to harmonic functions with respect to the Laplace–Beltrami operator of the Riemannian metric $ds^2=\Delta x^2(\sum_{i=0}^{1}dx_i^2)$. The domain of the definition of our functions is in R3 and the image space is the associative algebra of quaternions H generated by 1, e1, e2 and $e_1^2=e_2=1$ satisfying the relation $e_i+e_j+e_i=-2\delta_{ij}$, $i,j=1,2$. The complex field C is identified by the set $(x_0+x_1e_1+x_2e_2)\in\mathbb{C}$. The conjugate gradient is defined in terms of modified Dirac operator, introduced by $Mnf=Df+kx^{-\frac{1}{2}}Qf\bar{f}$, where $Qf$ is given by the decomposition $f(x)=Pf(x)+Qf(x)e_2$ with $Pf(x)$ and $Qf(x)$ in C and $Qf$ the usual complex conjugation.

Leutwiler noticed around 1990 that if the usual Euclidean metric is changed to the hyperbolic metric of the Poincaré upper half-space model ($k=1$), then the power function $(x_0+x_1e_1+x_2e_2)^n$, calculated using quaternions, is the conjugate gradient of the a hyperbolic harmonic function. We study functions, called k-hypermonogenic, satisfying $Mnf=0$. Monogenic functions are 0-hypermonogenic. Moreover, 1-hypermonogenic functions are hypermonogenic defined by H. Leutwiler and the first author.

We prove a new Cauchy type integral formulas for k-hypermonogenic functions where the kernels are calculated using the hyperbolic distance and are k-hypermonogenic functions. This formula gives the known formulas in case of monogenic and hypermonogenic functions. It also produces new Cauchy and Teodorescu type integral operators investigated in the future research.
Forward and Inverse Effects of the Complete Electrode Model in Neonatal EEG

This paper investigates finite element method (FEM) based modeling in the context of neonatal electroencephalography (EEG). In particular, the focus lies on electrode boundary conditions. We compare the complete electrode model (CEM) to the point electrode model (PEM), which is the current standard in EEG. In the CEM, the voltage experienced by an electrode is modeled more realistically as the integral average of the potential distribution over its contact surface, whereas the PEM relies on a point value. Consequently, the CEM takes into account the sub-electrode shunting currents which are absent in the PEM. In this study, we aim to find out how the electrode voltage predicted by these two models differ, if standard size electrodes are attached to a head of a neonate. Additionally, we study voltages and voltage variation on electrode surfaces with two source locations: (A) next to the 5-th electrode and (B) directly under the frontal fontanel. A realistic model of a neonatal head including a skull with fontanels and sutures is used. Based on the results, the forward simulation differences between CEM and PEM are in general small, but significant outliers can occur in the vicinity of the electrodes. The CEM can be considered as an integral part of the outer head model. The outcome of this study helps understanding volume conduction of neonatal EEG as it enlightens the role of advanced skull and electrode modeling in forward and inverse computations.
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Electroencephalography (EEG) forward modeling via H(div) finite element sources with focal interpolation

The goal of this study is to develop focal, accurate and robust finite element method (FEM) based approaches which can predict the electric potential on the surface of the computational domain given its structure and internal primary source current distribution. While conducting an EEG evaluation, the placement of source currents to the geometrically complex grey matter compartment is a challenging but necessary task to avoid forward errors attributable to tissue conductivity jumps. Here, this task is approached via a mathematically rigorous formulation, in which the current field is modeled via divergence conforming H(div) basis functions. Both linear and quadratic functions are used while the potential field is discretized via the standard linear Lagrangian (nodal) basis. The resulting model includes dipolar sources which are interpolated into a random set of positions and orientations utilizing two alternative approaches: the position based optimization (PBO) and the mean position/orientation (MPO) method. These results demonstrate that the present dipolar approach can reach or even surpass, at least in some respects, the accuracy of two classical reference methods, the partial integration (PI) and St. Venant (SV) approach which utilize monopolar loads instead of dipolar currents.
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Chasing the Rainbow Connection: Hardness, Algorithms, and Bounds

We study rainbow connectivity of graphs from the algorithmic and graph-theoretic points of view. The study is divided into three parts. First, we study the complexity of deciding whether a given edge-colored graph is rainbow-connected. That is, we seek to verify whether the graph has a path on which no color repeats between each pair of its vertices. We obtain a comprehensive map of the hardness landscape of the problem. While the problem is NP-complete in general, we identify several structural properties that render the problem tractable. At the same time, we strengthen the known NP-completeness results for the problem. We pinpoint various parameters for which the problem is fixed-parameter tractable, including dichotomy results for popular width parameters, such as treewidth and pathwidth. The study extends to variants of the problem that consider vertex-colored graphs and/or rainbow shortest paths. We also consider upper and lower bounds for exact parameterized algorithms. In particular, we show that when parameterized by the number of colors $k$, the existence of a rainbow s-t path can be decided in $O^*(2^k)$ time and polynomial space. For the highly related problem of finding a path on which all the $k$ colors appear, i.e., a colorful path, we explain the modest progress over the last twenty years. Namely, we prove that the existence of an algorithm for finding a colorful path in $(2 - \varepsilon)k n^{O(1)}$ time for some $\varepsilon > 0$ disproves the so-called Set Cover Conjecture.

Second, we focus on the problem of finding a rainbow coloring. The minimum number of colors for which a graph $G$ is rainbow-connected is known as its rainbow connection number, denoted by $rc(G)$. Likewise, the minimum number of colors required to establish a rainbow shortest path between each pair of vertices in $G$ is known as its strong rainbow connection number, denoted by $src(G)$. We give new hardness results for computing $rc(G)$ and $src(G)$, including their vertex variants. The hardness results exclude polynomial-time algorithms for restricted graph classes and also fast exact exponential-time algorithms (under reasonable complexity assumptions). For positive results, we show that rainbow coloring is tractable for e.g., graphs of bounded treewidth. In addition, we give positive parameterized results for certain variants and relaxations of the problems in which the goal is to save $k$ colors from a trivial upper bound, or to rainbow connect only a certain number of vertex pairs.

Third, we take a more graph-theoretic view on rainbow coloring. We observe upper bounds on the rainbow connection numbers in terms of other well-known graph parameters. Furthermore, despite the interest, there have been few results on the strong rainbow connection number of a graph. We give improved bounds and determine exactly the rainbow and strong rainbow connection numbers for some subclasses of chordal graphs. Finally, we pose open problems and conjectures arising from our work.
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Identifying weak ties from publicly available social media data in an event

The concept of weak ties was introduced by Granovetter through the seminal paper titled "Strength of weak ties". Since then the role of weak ties in general and their specific role as occupying the structural hole has been explored in many different fields. In this study, we identify actual or potential weak ties using publicly available social media data in the context of an event. Our case study environment is community managers' online discussions in social media in connection to the yearly-organized Community Manager Appreciation Day (CMAD 2016) event in Finland. We were able to identify potential weak ties using the conversation based structural holes, making use of social network analysis methods (like clustering) and content analysis in the context of events. We add to the understanding of and useful data sources for the Strength of weak ties theory originated from Granovetter, and developed further by other researchers. Our approach may be used in future to make more sophisticated conference recommendation systems, and significantly automate the data extraction for making useful contact recommendations from them for conference participants.
Meeting a deadline: shortest paths on stochastic directed acyclic graphs with information gathering

We consider the problem of an agent traversing a directed graph with the objective of maximizing the probability of reaching a goal node before a given deadline. Only the probability of the travel times of edges is known to the agent. The agent must balance between traversal actions towards the goal, and delays due to actions improving information about graph edge travel times. We describe the relationship of the problem to the more general partially observable Markov decision process. Further, we show that if edge travel times are independent and the underlying directed graph is acyclic, a closed loop solution can be computed. The solution specifies whether to execute a traversal or information-gathering action as a function of the current node, the time remaining until the deadline, and the information about edge travel times. We present results from two case studies, quantifying the usefulness of information-gathering as opposed to applying only traversal actions.
Students’ Use of Learning Tools and Tool Types: Solving Self-Study Assignments on an Online Platform

Since 2002, a test titled Mathematics Basic Skills Test (BST) has been organized annually at Tampere University of Technology. In order to pass the Basic Skills Test, a student should be able to complete a set amount out of the 16 assignments within 45 minutes (in fall of 2015, the passing limit was 6 for engineering students, 8 for science and mathematics students). Students who failed the test were directed to the Remedial Instruction (RI). The Remedial Instruction is a set of 71 high school mathematics problems designed to brush up the skills of engineering students.

TUT students have, since 2006, been divided into different learner profile groups. This paper is the summary of studies on the behaviour of these different learner profile groups in the Remedial Instruction regarding their use of time and learning tools when solving their assignments.

Different types of learners indicate that their self-study habits on an online platform are very different. Students that are surface oriented in their studies use a lot of different learning tools, but do not produce good examination results. Skillful students seem to do well even without using a lot of tools. Thus, the current way at TUT, where students work on their remedial mathematics problems on their own could be developed further. Some change is needed, and one suggestion is using testing to ensure that the remedial training has had the desired effect.

Developing Learning and Teaching in Engineering Mathematics with and without Technology

University teachers of mathematics have begun to observe that nowadays new students when beginning their studies do not have as good a mathematical proficiency as before. The phenomenon has been noticed in all western countries during recent decades [1, 2]. What shall we do? We think that there are at least two available courses of action for improved learning results in university mathematics: 1) to identify as soon as possible the students who have an insufficient knowledge base in mathematics, and to begin remedial instruction for them, and 2) to develop mathematics learning
environments both with and without technology.

The aim of this paper is to describe how Tampere University of Technology (TUT) has developed learning environments in mathematics during the last decade. We focus in the paper on two cases: 1) a multisemiotic approach to mathematical concepts and procedures, and 2) computer aided assessment and learning systems.

The first case consists of developing studies in mathematical exercises in which new kinds of problem-solving have been constructed. In the second case new students have participated in an ICT-based basic skills test at the beginning of their mathematics studies, to enable them to practice mathematical procedures in solving processes [3]. Electronic and web-based tools make it possible for students to learn independently at any time, and for teachers, offer an effective way to evaluate students' proficiency.
Interval decomposition lattices are balanced
Intervals in binary or n-ary relations or other discrete structures generalize the concept of an interval in a linearly ordered set. They are defined abstractly as closed sets of a closure system on a set, satisfying certain axioms. Join-irreducible partitions into intervals are characterized in the lattice of all interval decompositions. This result is used to show that the lattice of interval decompositions is balanced, and the case when this lattice is distributive is also characterised.
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Optimal energy decay in a one-dimensional coupled wave–heat system

We study a simple one-dimensional coupled wave–heat system and obtain a sharp estimate for the rate of energy decay of classical solutions. Our approach is based on the asymptotic theory of $C_0$-semigroups and in particular on a result due to Borichev and Tomilov (Math Ann 347:455–478, 2010), which reduces the problem of estimating the rate of energy decay to finding a growth bound for the resolvent of the semigroup generator. This technique not only leads to an optimal result, it is also simpler than the methods used by other authors in similar situations.

Safety Property-Driven Stubborn Sets

A new reduced state space construction method is presented where in every constructed state, the set of transitions that are fired is chosen based on the safety property that is being verified. Typical earlier methods only take the property into
account in one state of each cycle or in one state of each terminal strong component of the reduced state space. They may fire totally irrelevant transitions in the other states. Where the property is taken into account, typically many or all enabled transitions are fired. This has spoiled attempts to be property-driven in every state. The present study exploits an idea that was published in 2016 with which this can be avoided. Furthermore, most earlier methods classify the transitions to visible and invisible. The new method uses a novel improved concept. An experiment is presented where the new concept provides significant improvement to the reduction results.

Asymptotic Behaviour of Coupled Systems in Discrete and Continuous Time
This paper investigates the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to certain infinite systems of coupled recurrence relations. In particular, we obtain a characterisation of those initial values which lead to a convergent solution, and for initial values satisfying a slightly stronger condition we obtain an optimal estimate on the rate of convergence. By establishing a connection with a related problem in continuous time, we are able to use this optimal estimate to improve the rate of convergence in the continuous setting obtained by the authors in a previous paper. We illustrate the power of the general approach by using it to study several concrete examples, both in continuous and in discrete time.

Asymptotic Behaviour of Coupled Systems in Discrete and Continuous Time
This paper investigates the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to certain infinite systems of coupled recurrence relations. In particular, we obtain a characterisation of those initial values which lead to a convergent solution, and for initial values satisfying a slightly stronger condition we obtain an optimal estimate on the rate of convergence. By establishing a connection with a related problem in continuous time, we are able to use this optimal estimate to improve the rate of convergence in the continuous setting obtained by the authors in a previous paper. We illustrate the power of the general approach by using it to study several concrete examples, both in continuous and in discrete time.
Several recent studies indicate that there is a need for increased use of ICT and social media in the Finnish education [1], [2]. This research was conducted in order to explore the attitude towards social media use among university students. The motivation for seeking answer to the research question: “What risks students experience in social media use?” derived from the need to discover learning barriers in social media based learning environments. In particular, there is a need for novel interaction means in order to co-create and learn informally [3] also beyond the traditional classroom. The assumptions, beliefs and attitudes towards social media are studied from the perspective of perceived risks of the students. The study was conducted among graduate students attending “Communities and Social Media in Knowledge Management” course between the years 2012-2016. A web-based survey was executed annually, with a total of 113 respondents. Based on the results we were able to categorize the perceived risks and derive implications on how to lower
learning barriers of students in social media based learning environments.
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**Asymptotic Behaviour of Platoon Systems**
In this paper we study the asymptotic behaviour of various platoon-type systems using the general theory developed by the authors in a recent article. The aim is to steer an infinite number of vehicles towards a target configuration in which each vehicle has a prescribed separation from its neighbour and all vehicles are moving at a given velocity. More specifically, we study systems in which state feedback is possible, systems in which observer-based dynamic output feedback is required, and also a situation in which the control objective is modified to allow the target separations to depend on the vehicles' velocities. We show that in the first and third cases the objective can be achieved, but that in the second case the system is unstable in the sense that the associated semigroup is not uniformly bounded. We also present some quantified results concerning the rate of convergence of the platoon to its limit state when the limit exists.
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Acoustic Modelling

Let us examine the behaviour of sound in a gas or in a liquid medium. From a physical point of view, the sound we hear is created by the pressure change in the medium surrounding us that is sensed by our ears. The equations describing the behaviour of a liquid or a gas are based on well-known equations of fluid mechanics. Therefore in acoustics, they are often referred to as fluids. In the following sections we present a simple wave equation, which is the simplest of (linear) equations used to model acoustical phenomena. Even though the wave equation is quite a simplified model, it has proven to be extremely useful for describing the behaviour of sound in the most common fluid we face every day, namely air.
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The Structure of Robust Controllers for Distributed Parameter Systems

Using a very general formulation of the Internal Model Principle for infinite-dimensional systems it is shown that a robust controller tracking/rejecting signals generated by an infinite-dimensional exosystem can be decomposed into a servocompensator and a stabilizing controller. The servocompensator contains an internal model of the exosystem generating the reference and disturbance signals and the stabilizing controller stabilizes the infinite-dimensional closed-loop system. As such the decomposition gives a parametrization of robustly regulating controllers in the time domain. Various ways of stabilizing the closed-loop system are presented.
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Partitioned Update Kalman Filter

In this paper we present a new Kalman filter extension for state update called Partitioned Update Kalman Filter (PUKF). PUKF updates state using multidimensional measurements in parts. PUKF evaluates the nonlinearity of the measurement function within Gaussian prior by comparing the innovation covariance caused by the second order linearization to the Gaussian measurement noise. A linear transformation is applied to measurements to minimize the nonlinearity of a part of the measurement. The measurement update is applied then using only the part of the measurement that has low nonlinearity and the process is then repeated for the updated state using the remaining part of the transformed measurement until the whole measurement has been used. PUKF does the linearizations numerically and no analytical differentiation is required. Results show that when measurement geometry allows effective partitioning, the proposed algorithm improves estimation accuracy and produces accurate covariance estimates.
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Structure-preserving mesh coupling based on the Buffa-Christiansen complex

The state of the art for mesh coupling at nonconforming interfaces is presented and reviewed. Mesh coupling is frequently applied to the modeling and simulation of motion in electromagnetic actuators and machines. The paper exploits Whitney elements to present the main ideas. Both interpolation- and projection-based methods are considered. In addition to accuracy and efficiency, we emphasize the question whether the schemes preserve the structure of the de Rham complex, which underlies Maxwell's equations. As a new contribution, a structure-preserving projection method is presented, in which Lagrange multiplier spaces are chosen from the Buffa-Christiansen complex. Its performance is compared with a straightforward interpolation based on Whitney and de Rham maps, and with Galerkin projection.
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Constructing Minimal Coverability Sets

This publication addresses two bottlenecks in the construction of minimal coverability sets of Petri nets: the detection of situations where the marking of a place can be converted to $\omega$, and the manipulation of the set $A$ of maximal $\omega$-markings that have been found so far. For the former, a technique is presented that consumes very little time in addition to what maintaining $A$ consumes. It is based on Tarjan’s algorithm for detecting maximal strongly connected components of a directed graph. For the latter, a data structure is introduced that resembles BDDs and Covering Sharing Trees, but has
additional heuristics designed for the present use. Results from a few experiments are shown. They demonstrate significant savings in running time and varying savings in memory consumption compared to an earlier state-of-the-art technique.

On the Complexity of Rainbow Coloring Problems
An edge-colored graph G is said to be rainbow connected if between each pair of vertices there exists a path which uses each color at most once. The rainbow connection number, denoted by rc(G), is the minimum number of colors needed to make G rainbow connected. Along with its variants, which consider vertex colorings and/or so-called strong colorings, the rainbow connection number has been studied from both the algorithmic and graph-theoretic points of view.

In this paper we present a range of new results on the computational complexity of computing the four major variants of the rainbow connection number. In particular, we prove that the Strong Rainbow Vertex Coloring problem is NP-complete even on graphs of diameter 3. We show that when the number of colors is fixed, then all of the considered problems can
be solved in linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth. Moreover, we provide a linear-time algorithm which decides whether it is possible to obtain a rainbow coloring by saving a fixed number of colors from a trivial upper bound. Finally, we give a linear-time algorithm for computing the exact rainbow connection numbers for three variants of the problem on graphs of bounded vertex cover number.
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On the Underlying Mathematical and Quantum Structure of Quantum Cryptography
Quantum cryptography is a novel approach to provide secure communication, based on the laws of physics. It offers perfect security for the communication between two authorized parties, while assuming very high computational capacity for the eavesdropper, who may be attempting to intrude into this communication. It provides a very high rate of intrusion detection as against the classical systems. Classical cryptography is built on a fundamental assumption that it is difficult to invert some of mathematical functions, in a limited time, with the use of efficient computing resources. While, quantum cryptography is based on formidable laws of nature, making it less prone to attack. With the advent of quantum computing, boundaries between various subjects like quantum physics, computer science and mathematics are getting reduced. In the early seventies, Steven Wiesner made pioneering efforts in the field Quantum Cryptography. In its present form, Quantum Cryptography depends on two essential principles of Quantum Mechanics. One is that no information is available without causing disturbance in the system and other is Principle of No-Cloning. In this paper we present some of
fundamental aspects of Quantum Cryptography and the underlying structures that makes it a credible option for providing perfect security of information.
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Opetusteknologiaa hyödyntävä oppimisympäristö MATLABin alkeiden opiskeluun
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Shape reconstruction from generalized projections
In this thesis we develop methods for recovering the three-dimensional shape of an object from generalized projections. We particularly focus on the problems encountered when data are presented as discrete image fields. We demonstrate the usefulness of the Fourier transform in transferring the image data and shape model projections to a domain more suitable for gradient based optimization. To substantiate the general applicability of our methods to observational astronomy, we reconstruct shape models for several asteroids observed with adaptive optics, thermal infrared interferometry, or range-Doppler radar. The reconstructions are carried out with the ADAM software package that we have designed for general use.
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Studying the various properties of MIN and MAX matrices - elementary vs. more advanced methods

Let $T = \{z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_n\}$ be a finite multiset of real numbers, where $z_1 \leq z_2 \leq \cdots \leq z_n$. The purpose of this article is to study the different properties of MIN and MAX matrices of the set $T$ with $\min(z_i, z_j)$ and $\max(z_i, z_j)$ as their $ij$ entries, respectively. We are going to do this by interpreting these matrices as so-called meet and join matrices and by applying some known results for meet and join matrices. Once the theorems are found with the aid of advanced methods, we also consider whether it would be possible to prove these same results by using elementary matrix methods only. In many cases the answer is positive.

A Simple Controller with a Reduced Order Internal Model in the Frequency Domain

We use frequency domain methods to study robust output regulation of a stable plant in a situation where the controller is only required to be robust with respect to a predefined class of perturbations. We present a characterization for the solvability of the control problem and design a minimal order controller that achieves robustness with respect to a given class of uncertainties. The construction of the controller is illustrated with an example.
Asteroid models from photometry and complementary data sources

I discuss inversion methods for asteroid shape and spin reconstruction with photometry (lightcurves) and complementary data sources such as adaptive optics or other images, occultation timings, interferometry, and range-Doppler radar data. These are essentially different sampling modes (generalized projections) of plane-of-sky images. An important concept in this approach is the optimal weighting of the various data modes. The maximum compatibility estimate, a multimodal generalization of the maximum likelihood estimate, can be used for this purpose. I discuss the fundamental properties of lightcurve inversion by examining the two-dimensional case that, though not usable in our three-dimensional world, is simple to analyze, and it shares essentially the same uniqueness and stability properties as the 3-D case. After this, I review the main aspects of 3-D shape representations, lightcurve inversion, and the inclusion of complementary data.

Controller Design for Robust Output Regulation of Regular Linear Systems

We present three dynamic error feedback controllers for robust output regulation of regular linear systems. These controllers are (i) a minimal order robust controller for exponentially stable systems (ii) an observer-based robust controller and (iii) a new internal model based robust controller structure. In addition, we present two controllers that are by construction robust with respect to predefined classes of perturbations. The results are illustrated with an example where we study robust output tracking of a sinusoidal reference signal for a two-dimensional heat equation with boundary control and observation.
We introduce a general procedure to match a stochastic functional-structural tree model (here LIGNUM augmented with stochastic rules) with real tree structures depicted by quantitative structure models (QSMs) based on terrestrial laser scanning. The matching is done by iteratively finding the maximum correspondence between the measured tree structure and the stochastic choices of the algorithm. First, we analyze the match to synthetic data (generated by the model itself), where the target values of the parameters to be estimated are known in advance, and show that the algorithm converges properly. We then carry out the procedure on real data obtaining a realistic model. We thus conclude that the proposed stochastic structure model (SSM) approach is a viable solution for formulating realistic plant models based on data and accounting for the stochastic influences.
Further hardness results on rainbow and strong rainbow connectivity

A path in an edge-colored graph is rainbow if no two edges of it are colored the same. The graph is said to be rainbow connected if there is a rainbow path between every pair of vertices. If there is a rainbow shortest path between every pair of vertices, the graph is strong rainbow connected. We consider the complexity of the problem of deciding if a given edge-colored graph is rainbow or strong rainbow connected. These problems are called Rainbow connectivity and Strong rainbow connectivity, respectively. We prove both problems remain NP-complete on interval outerplanar graphs and $k$-regular graphs for $k \geq 3$. Previously, no graph class was known where the complexity of the two problems would differ. We show that for block graphs, which form a subclass of chordal graphs, Rainbow connectivity is NP-complete while Strong rainbow connectivity is in P. We conclude by considering some tractable special cases, and show for instance that both problems are in XP when parameterized by tree-depth.
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The examples on “network design” (p. 15), “river and flood models” (p. 20) and “urban water systems” (p. 21) lead us to consider networks. A useful way to describe a network is to define for each pair of nodes a function whose value is 1 if there is a direct connection between these nodes in the network, and 0 otherwise. More generally, $x = 1$ can be used to indicate that a certain event occurs and $x = 0$ that it does not. Indeed, binary (i.e., 0-1-valued) variables appear in many models, and so do also other integer-valued variables. In this chapter we shall take a look at such models.
Mobile Context-Aware Systems: Technologies, Resources and Applications

Mobile applications often adapt their behavior according to user context, however, they are often limited to consider few sources of contextual information, such as user position or language. This article reviews existing work in context-aware systems (CAS), e.g., how to model context, and discusses further development of CAS and its potential applications by looking at available information, methods and technologies. Social Media seems to be an interesting source of personal information when appropriately exploited. In addition, there are many types of general information, ranging from weather and public transport to information of books and museums. These information sources can be combined in previously unexplored ways, enabling the development of smarter mobile services in different domains. Users are, however, reluctant to provide their personal information to applications; therefore, there is a crave for new regulations and systems that allow applications to use such contextual data without compromising the user privacy.
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On Detecting the Shape of an Unknown Object in an Electric Field

The problem discussed in this paper is detecting the shape of an unknown object in a 2-dimensional static electric field. For simplicity, the problem is defined in a partially rectangular domain, where on a part of the boundary the potential and/or its normal derivative are known. On the other part of the boundary the boundary curve is unknown, and this curve is to be determined. The unknown part of the boundary curve describes the shape of the unknown object.

The problem is defined in the complex plane by an analytic function \( w = f(z) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y) \) with the potential \( u \) as its real part. Then the inverse function is given as \( f^{-1}(w) = x(u,v) + iy(u,v) \), where the functions \( x \) and \( y \) are harmonic in a rectangle with an unknown boundary condition on one boundary. The alternating-field technique is used to solve the unknown boundary condition.
On finding rainbow and colorful paths

In the Colorful Path problem we are given a graph $G=(V,E)$ and an arbitrary vertex coloring function $c: V \rightarrow [k]$. The goal is to find a colorful path, i.e., a path on $k$ vertices, that visits each color. This problem has been introduced in the classical work of Alon et al. (1995) [1], and the authors proposed a dynamic programming algorithm that runs in time $2^{knO(1)}$ and uses $O(2^k)$ space. Since then the only progress obtained is reducing the space size to a polynomial at the cost of using randomization. In this work we show that a progress in time complexity is unlikely: if Colorful Path can be solved in time $(2-\varepsilon)knO(1)$, then Set Cover admits a $(2-\varepsilon)n(nm)^{O(1)}$-time algorithm. The same applies to other versions of the problem: when edges are colored instead of vertices, or we ask for a walk instead of a path, or when the requested path/walk has specified endpoints. We study also a second, very related problem. In Rainbow $s$ $t$ -Connectivity, we are given a $k$-edge-colored graph and two vertices $s$ and $t$. The goal is to decide whether there is a rainbow path between $s$ and $t$, that is, a path on which no color repeats. In its vertex variant (Rainbow Vertex $s$ $t$-Connectivity) the input graph is $k$-vertex-colored, and a rainbow path is defined analogously. Uchizawa et al. (2011) [14] show that both variants can be solved in $2^{knO(1)}$ time and exponential space. We show that the space size can be reduced to a polynomial, while keeping the same running time. In contrast to the polynomial space algorithm for Colorful Path, our algorithm for finding rainbow paths is deterministic.

On $k$-Hypermonogenic Functions and Their Mean Value Properties

We study a hyperbolic version of holomorphic functions to higher dimensions. In this frame work, a generalization of holomorphic functions are called (Formula presented.)-hypermonogenic functions. These functions are depending on several real variables and their values are in a Clifford algebra. They are defined in terms of hyperbolic Dirac operators. They are connected to harmonic functions with respect to the Riemannian metric (Formula presented.) in the same way as
the usual harmonic function to holomorphic functions. We present the mean value property for \([\mathcal{D}]\)-
hypermonogenic functions and related results. Earlier the mean value properties has been proved for hypermonogenic
functions. The key tools are the invariance properties of the hyperbolic metric.
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Online tests of Kalman filter consistency
The normalised innovation squared (NIS) test, which is used to assess whether a Kalman filter's noise assumptions are
consistent with realised measurements, can be applied online with real data, and does not require future data, repeated
experiments or knowledge of the true state. In this work, it is shown that the NIS test is equivalent to three other model
criticism procedures, which are as follows: (i) it can be derived as a Bayesian \(p\)-test for the prior predictive distribution; (ii)
as a nested-model parameter significance test; and (iii) from a recently-proposed filter residual test. A new NIS-like test
corresponding to a posterior predictive Bayesian \(p\)-test is presented.
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On the arity gap of finite functions: Results and applications

Let $A$ be a finite set and $B$ an arbitrary set with at least two elements. The arity gap of a function $f : A^n \to B$ is the minimum decrease in the number of essential variables when essential variables of $f$ are identified. A non-trivial fact is that the arity gap of such $B$-valued functions on $A$ is at most $|A|$. Even less trivial to verify is the fact that the arity gap of $B$-valued functions on $A$ with more than $|A|$ essential variables is at most 2. These facts ask for a classification of $B$-valued functions on $A$ in terms of their arity gap. In this paper, we survey what is known about this problem. We present a general characterization of the arity gap of $B$-valued functions on $A$ and provide explicit classifications of the arity gap of Boolean and pseudo-Boolean functions. Moreover, we reveal unsettled questions related to this topic, and discuss links and possible applications of some results to other subjects of research.
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On the complexity of rainbow coloring problems

An edge-colored graph $G$ is said to be rainbow connected if between each pair of vertices there exists a path which uses each color at most once. The rainbow connection number, denoted by $rc(G)$, is the minimum number of colors needed to make $G$ rainbow connected. Along with its variants, which consider vertex colorings and/or so-called strong colorings, the rainbow connection number has been studied from both the algorithmic and graph-theoretic points of view.

In this paper we present a range of new results on the computational complexity of computing the four major variants of the rainbow connection number. In particular, we prove that the Strong Rainbow Vertex Coloring problem is $\mathbf{MathML source-complete even on graphs of diameter 3, and also when the number of colors is restricted to 2. On the other hand, we show that if the number of colors is fixed then all of the considered problems can be solved in linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth. Moreover, we provide a linear-time algorithm which decides whether it is possible to obtain a rainbow coloring by saving a fixed number of colors from a trivial upper bound. Finally, we give a linear-time algorithm for computing the exact rainbow connection numbers for three variants of the problem on graphs of bounded vertex cover number.
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On the Fine-Grained Complexity of Rainbow Coloring

The Rainbow k-Coloring problem asks whether the edges of a given graph can be colored in k colors so that every pair of vertices is connected by a rainbow path, i.e., a path with all edges of different colors. Our main result states that for any k ≥ 2, there is no algorithm for Rainbow k-Coloring running in time $2^{o(n^{3/2})}$, unless ETH fails. Motivated by this negative result we consider two parameterized variants of the problem. In the Subset Rainbow k-Coloring problem, introduced by Chakraborty et al. [STACS 2009, J. Comb. Opt. 2009], we are additionally given a set S of pairs of vertices and we ask if there is a coloring in which all the pairs in S are connected by rainbow paths. We show that Subset Rainbow k-Coloring is FPT when parameterized by |S|. We also study Subset Rainbow k-Coloring problem, where we are additionally given an integer q and we ask if there is a coloring in which at least q anti-edges are connected by rainbow paths. We show that the problem is FPT when parameterized by q and has a kernel of size $O(q)$ for every k ≥ 2, extending the result of Ananth et al. [FSTTCS 2011]. We believe that our techniques used for the lower bounds may shed some light on the complexity of the classical Edge Coloring problem, where it is a major open question if a $2^{O(n)}$-time algorithm exists.
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Orbiter-to-orbiter tomography: a potential approach for small solar system bodies

The goal of this paper is to advance mathematical and computational methodology for orbiter-to-orbiter radio tomography of small solar system bodies. In this study, an advanced full waveform forward model is coupled with a total variation-based inversion technique. We use a satellite formation model in which a single unit receives a signal that is transmitted by one or more transponder satellites. Numerical results for a two-dimensional domain are presented.
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Poincaré inverse problem and torus construction in phase space
The phase space of an integrable Hamiltonian system is foliated by invariant tori. For an arbitrary Hamiltonian H such a foliation may not exist, but we can artificially construct one through a parameterised family of surfaces, with the intention of finding, in some sense, the closest integrable approximation to H. This is the Poincaré inverse problem (PIP). In this paper, we review the available methods of solving the PIP and present a new iterative approach which works well for the often problematic thin orbits.
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Probabilistic assessment of the influence of lake properties in long-term radiation doses to humans

The assessment processes concerning the safety of nuclear waste repositories include the modelling of radionuclide transport in biosphere and the evaluation of the doses to the most affected humans. In this paper, a scenario, in which a contaminated lake is the water source for drinking water, irrigation water and watering of livestock, is presented. The objective of the paper is to probabilistically study the influence of lake properties as parameters in the assessment scenario. The properties of the lake are a result of previously conducted probabilistic studies, where the land uplift of the terrain surrounding the repositories and the formation of water bodies were studied in a 10,000-year time span using Monte Carlo simulation. The lake is formed at 3000 years from present day and the changing properties of the lake have been used in the study. The studied radionuclides 36Cl, 135Cs, 129I, 237Np, 90Sr, 99Tc and 238U enter the lake with a rate of 1 Bq/year. The transport process from the lake water to humans is described and the doses (dose conversion factors) to adult humans are evaluated based on a study on average food consumption. Sensitivity analysis is used for identifying the parameters having the most influence on the outcome of the dose. Based on the results from the sensitivity analysis, the volumetric outflow rate of the lake and the volume of the lake were taken into closer consideration. The results show the influence of probabilistically derived geomorphic lake input parameters on the dose.
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Radar observations and shape model of asteroid 16 Psyche

Using the S-band radar at Arecibo Observatory, we observed 16 Psyche, the largest M-class asteroid in the main belt. We obtained 18 radar imaging and 6 continuous wave runs in November and December 2015, and combined these with 16 continuous wave runs from 2005 and 6 recent adaptive-optics (AO) images (Drummond et al., 2016) to generate a three-dimensional shape model of Psyche. Our model is consistent with a previously published AO image (Hanus et al., 2013) and three multi-chord occultations. Our shape model has dimensions 279 × 232 × 189 km (±10%), $D_{\text{eff}} = 226 ± 23$ km, and is 6% larger than, but within the uncertainties of, the most recently published size and shape model generated from the inversion of lightcurves (Hanus et al., 2013). Psyche is roughly ellipsoidal but displays a mass-deficit over a region spanning 90° of longitude. There is also evidence for two ~50–70 km wide depressions near its south pole. Our size and published masses lead to an overall bulk density estimate of 4500 ± 1400 kg m$^{-3}$. Psyche's mean radar albedo of 0.37 ± 0.09 is consistent with a near-surface regolith composed largely of iron-nickel and ~40% porosity. Its radar reflectivity varies by a factor of 1.6 as the asteroid rotates, suggesting global variations in metal abundance or bulk density in the near surface. The variations in radar albedo appear to correlate with large and small-scale shape features. Our size and Psyche's published absolute magnitude lead to an optical albedo of $p_v = 0.15 ± 0.03$, and there is evidence for albedo variegations that correlate with shape features.
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Risk-averse path planning with observation options
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Robust Regulation for First-Order Port-Hamiltonian Systems
We present a method for obtaining robust control over a first-order port-Hamiltonian system. The presented method is especially designed for controlling impedance energy-preserving port-Hamiltonian systems. By combining the stabilization results of port-Hamiltonian systems and the theory of robust output regulation for exponentially stable systems, we design a simple finite-dimensional controller for an unstable system that together with output feedback achieves robust output regulation. The method is demonstrated on an example where we implement a robust regulating controller for the one-dimensional wave equation with boundary control and observation.
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Robust Regulation for Port-Hamiltonian Systems of Even Order
We present a controller that achieves robust regulation for a port-Hamiltonian system of even order. The controller is especially designed for impedance energy-preserving systems. By utilizing the stabilization results for port-Hamiltonian systems together with the theory of robust output regulation for exponentially stable systems, we construct a simple controller that solves the Robust Output Regulation Problem for an initially unstable system. The theory is illustrated on an example where we construct a controller for one-dimensional Schrödinger equation with boundary control and observation.

Soft Computing Methods
Soft computing methods of modelling usually include fuzzy logics, neural computation, genetical algorithms and probabilistic deduction, with the addition of data mining and chaos theory in some cases. Unlike the traditional “hardcore methods” of modelling, these new methods allow for the gained results to be incomplete or inexact. Methodologically, the different approaches of these soft methods are quite heterogeneous. Still, all of them have a few things in common, namely that they have all been developed during the last 30–50 years (Bayes formula in 1763 and Lukasiewicz logic in 1920 being the exceptions), and that they would probably have not achieved their current standards without the exceptional growth in computational capacities of computers.
Stubborn Set Intuition Explained
This study focuses on the differences between stubborn sets and other partial order methods. First a major problem with step graphs is pointed out with an example. Then the deadlock-preserving stubborn set method is compared to the deadlock-preserving ample set and persistent set methods. Next, conditions are discussed whose purpose is to ensure that the reduced state space preserves the ordering of visible transitions, that is, transitions that may change the truth values of the propositions that the formula under verification has been built from. Finally solutions to the ignoring problem are analysed both when the purpose is to preserve only safety properties and when also liveness properties are of interest.
Towards a unified framework for decomposability of processes

The concept of process is ubiquitous in science, engineering and everyday life. Category theory, and monoidal categories in particular, provide an abstract framework for modelling processes of many kinds. In this paper, we concentrate on sequential and parallel decomposability of processes in the framework of monoidal categories: We will give a precise definition, what it means for processes to be decomposable. Moreover, through examples, we argue that viewing parallel processes as coupled in this framework can be seen as a category mistake or a misinterpretation. We highlight the suitability of category theory for a structuralistic interpretation of mathematical modelling and argue that for appliers of mathematics, such as engineers, there is a pragmatic advantage from this.
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Editorial: is Game-Based Math Learning Finally Coming of Age?
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Binomial Gaussian mixture filter
In this work, we present a novel method for approximating a normal distribution with a weighted sum of normal distributions. The approximation is used for splitting normally distributed components in a Gaussian mixture filter, such that components have smaller covariances and cause smaller linearization errors when nonlinear measurements are used for the state update. Our splitting method uses weights from the binomial distribution as component weights. The method preserves the mean and covariance of the original normal distribution, and in addition, the resulting probability density and cumulative distribution functions converge to the original normal distribution when the number of components is increased. Furthermore, an algorithm is presented to do the splitting such as to keep the linearization error below a given threshold with a minimum number of components. The accuracy of the estimate provided by the proposed method is evaluated in four simulated single-update cases and one time series tracking case. In these tests, it is found that the proposed method is more accurate than other Gaussian mixture filters found in the literature when the same number of components is used and that the proposed method is faster and more accurate than particle filters.
This article presents a probabilistic motion model that is based on an economical graph-based indoor map representation, such that the motion of the user is constrained according to the floor plan of a building. The floor plan is modeled as a combination of links and open space polygons that are connected by nodes. In the authors' earlier work the link transition probabilities in this graph are proportional to the total link lengths that are the total lengths of the subgraphs accessible by choosing the considered link option, and this article extends this model to include open space polygons as well. A particle filter using the extended motion model in which all particles are constrained according to the map structure is presented. Furthermore, wireless local area network and Bluetooth Low Energy positioning tests show that the proposed algorithm outperforms comparison methods especially if the measurement rate is low.

Graph-Based Map Matching for Indoor Positioning
This article presents a probabilistic motion model that is based on an economical graph-based indoor map representation, such that the motion of the user is constrained according to the floor plan of a building. The floor plan is modeled as a combination of links and open space polygons that are connected by nodes. In the authors' earlier work the link transition probabilities in this graph are proportional to the total link lengths that are the total lengths of the subgraphs accessible by choosing the considered link option, and this article extends this model to include open space polygons as well. A particle filter using the extended motion model in which all particles are constrained according to the map structure is presented. Furthermore, wireless local area network and Bluetooth Low Energy positioning tests show that the proposed algorithm outperforms comparison methods especially if the measurement rate is low.

Kalman filter with a linear state model for PDR+WLAN positioning and its application to assisting a particle filter
Indoor positioning based on wireless local area network (WLAN) signals is often enhanced using pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) based on an inertial measurement unit. The state evolution model in PDR is usually nonlinear. We present a new linear state evolution model for PDR. In simulated-data and real-data tests of tightly coupled WLAN-PDR positioning, the positioning accuracy with this linear model is better than with the traditional models when the initial heading is not known, which is a common situation. The proposed method is computationally light and is also suitable for
smoothing. Furthermore, we present modifications to WLAN positioning based on Gaussian coverage areas and show how a Kalman filter using the proposed model can be used for integrity monitoring and (re)initialization of a particle filter.
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**SimpleTree: An Efficient Open Source Tool to Build Tree Models from TLS Clouds**

An open source tool named SimpleTree, capable of modelling highly accurate cylindrical tree models from terrestrial laser scan point clouds, is presented and evaluated. All important functionalities, accessible in the software via buttons and dialogues, are described including the explanation of all necessary input parameters. The method is validated utilizing 101 point clouds of six different tree species, in the main evergreen and coniferous trees. All scanned trees have been destructively harvested to get accurate estimates of above ground biomass with which we assess the accuracy of the SimpleTree-reconstructed cylinder models. The trees were grouped into four data sets and for each one a Concordance Correlation Coefficient of at least 0.92 (0.92, 0.97, 0.92, 0.94) and an total relative error at most ~8 % (2.42%, 3.59%, 4.59%, 8.27%) was achieved in the comparison of the model results to the ground truth data. A global statistical
improvement of derived cylinder radii is presented as well as an efficient optimization approach to automatically improve user given input parameters. An additional check of the SimpleTree results is presented via comparison to the results of trees reconstructed using an alternative, published method.
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Fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Processes
In this monograph, we are mainly studying Gaussian processes, in particular three different types of fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck processes. Pioneers in this field may be mentioned, e.g. Kolmogorov (1903-1987) and Mandelbrot (1924-2010). The Ornstein – Uhlenbeck diffusion can be constructed from Brownian motion via a Doob transformation and also from a solution of the Langevin stochastic differential equation. Both of these processes have the same finite dimensional distributions. However the solution of the Langevin stochastic differential equation, which driving process is fractional Brownian motion and a Doob transformation of fractional Brownian motion do not have the same finite dimensional distributions. Indeed we verify, that the covariance of the fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process of the first kind (which we call the solution of the Langevin stochastic differential equation in which the driving process is fractional Brownian motion) behaves at infinity like a power function and the covariance of the fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process (constructed by a Doob transformation of fractional Brownian motion) behaves at infinity like an exponential function. Moreover we study the behaviour of the covariances of these fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck processes. We also calculate the spectral density function for the Doob transformation of fractional Brownian motion using a Bochner theorem. We present the Doob transformation of fractional Brownian motion via solution of the Langevin stochastic differential equation. Of the main aims of our research is to analyse its driving process. This driving process is $Y^\alpha(t) = e^{-\alpha t} x(\tau(t))$, where $\tau(t) = (\text{He}^{\alpha t})/\alpha$ and $(Z_t: t \geq 0)$ is fractional Brownian motion. We find out that the process $Y^\alpha(t) := \{Y^\alpha t^\alpha(t); t \geq 0\}$, if scaled properly, has the same finite dimensional distributions as the process $Y^\alpha(1) := \{Y^\alpha t^\alpha(1); t \geq 0\}$. The main result in this monograph is that we define a stationary fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process of the second kind as a process with a two-sided driving process $\{Y^\alpha t^\alpha(1); t \in \mathbb{R}\}$ and create a new family of fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes. We study many properties of the fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process of the second kind. For example, we show that the fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process of the second kind is Hölder continuous of any order $\beta < H$ and find the kernel representation of its covariance. We research many properties of the processes $Y^\alpha(t)$ and $Y^\alpha(1)$ since they are quite interesting themselves. We represent these processes as stochastic integrals with respect to Brownian motion and prove that the sample paths of the process $Y^\alpha(t)$ are Hölder continuous of any order $\beta < H$. In the case $H \in (1/2, 1)$, we find out the covariance kernel of increment process of $Y^\alpha(t)$, and using that we investigate the covariance of $Y^\alpha(t)$ and the variance of $Y^\alpha(t)$, when $t$ tends to infinity. One of our main results is that the increment process of $Y^\alpha(t)$ is short-range dependent. We also study weak convergence and tightness and then finally prove that $1/\alpha Y^\alpha t^\alpha(1)$ converges weakly to scaled Brownian motion. In the case $H \in (1/2, 1)$, fractional Brownian motion and the fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process of the first kind both exhibit a long-range dependence, but the fractional Ornstein– Uhlenbeck process of the second kind exhibits a short-range dependence. This offers more opportunities to model network traffic or economic time series via tractable fractional processes. The fractional Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process of the first kind and the fractional
Ornstein – Uhlenbeck process of the second kind are quite similar to simulate, since they can both be represented via stochastic differential equations.
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**Comparison Study for Whitney (Raviart-Thomas) Type Source Models in Finite Element Method Based EEG Forward Modeling**
This study concentrates on finite element method (FEM) based electroencephalography (EEG) forward simulation in which the electric potential evoked by neural activity in the brain is to be calculated at the surface of the head. The main advantage of the FEM is that it allows realistic modeling of tissue conductivity inhomogeneity. However, it is not straightforward to apply the classical model of a dipolar source with the FEM, due to its strong singularity and the resulting irregularity. The focus of this study is on comparing different methods to cope with this problem.
In particular, we evaluate the accuracy of Whitney (Raviart-Thomas) type dipole-like source currents compared to two reference dipole modeling methods: the St. Venant and partial integration approach. Common to all these methods is that they enable direct approximation of the potential field utilizing linear basis functions. In the present context, Whitney elements are particularly interesting, as they provide a simple means to model a divergence-conforming primary current vector field satisfying the square integrability condition. Our results show that a Whitney type source model can provide simulation accuracy comparable to the present reference methods. It can lead to superior accuracy under optimized conditions with respect to both source location and orientation in a tetrahedral mesh. For random source orientations, the St. Venant approach turns out to be the method of choice over the interpolated version of the Whitney model. The overall moderate differences obtained suggest that practical aspects, such as the focality, should be prioritized when choosing a source model.
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CytoSpectre: A tool for spectral analysis of oriented structures on cellular and subcellular levels

Background: Orientation and the degree of isotropy are important in many biological systems such as the sarcomeres of cardiomyocytes and other fibrillar structures of the cytoskeleton. Image based analysis of such structures is often limited to qualitative evaluation by human experts, hampering the throughput, repeatability and reliability of the analyses. Software tools are not readily available for this purpose and the existing methods typically rely at least partly on manual operation.

Results: We developed CytoSpectre, an automated tool based on spectral analysis, allowing the quantification of orientation and also size distributions of structures in microscopy images. CytoSpectre utilizes the Fourier transform to estimate the power spectrum of an image and based on the spectrum, computes parameter values describing, among others, the mean orientation, isotropy and size of target structures. The software can be operated via a graphical user interface without any programming expertise. We analyzed the performance of CytoSpectre by extensive simulations using artificial images, by benchmarking against FibrilTool and by comparisons with manual measurements performed for real images by a panel of human experts. The software was found to be tolerant against noise and blurring and superior to FibrilTool when analyzing realistic targets with degraded image quality. The analysis of real images indicated general good agreement between computational and manual results while also revealing notable expert-to-expert variation. Moreover, the experiment showed that CytoSpectre can handle images obtained of different cell types using different microscopy techniques. Finally, we studied the effect of mechanical stretching on cardiomyocytes to demonstrate the software in an actual experiment and observed changes in cellular orientation in response to stretching.

Conclusions: CytoSpectre, a versatile, easy-to-use software tool for spectral analysis of microscopy images was developed. The tool is compatible with most 2D images and can be used to analyze targets at different scales. We expect the tool to be useful in diverse applications dealing with structures whose orientation and size distributions are of interest. While designed for the biological field, the software could also be useful in non-biological applications.
A NLOS-robust TOA positioning filter based on a skew-t measurement noise model

A skew-t variational Bayes filter (STVBF) is applied to indoor positioning with time-of-arrival (TOA) based distance measurements and pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR). The proposed filter accommodates large positive outliers caused by occasional non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions by using a skew-t model of measurement errors. Real-data tests using the fusion of inertial sensors based PDR and ultra-wideband based TOA ranging show that the STVBF clearly outperforms the extended Kalman filter (EKF) in positioning accuracy with the computational complexity about three times that of the EKF.
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Polynomial Input-Output Stability for Linear Systems
We introduce the concept of polynomial input-output stability for infinite-dimensional linear systems. We show that this stability type corresponds exactly to the recent notion of P-stability in the frequency domain. In addition, we show that on a Hilbert space a regular linear system whose system operator generates a polynomially stable semigroup is always polynomially input-output stable, and present additional conditions under which the system is input-output stable. The results are illustrated with an example of a polynomially input-output stable one-dimensional wave system.
We use the recently released Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) and VLT/SPHERE science verification data, together with earlier adaptive-optics images, stellar occultation, and lightcurve data to model the 3D shape and spin of the large asteroid (3) Juno with the all-data asteroid modelling (ADAM) procedure. These data set limits on the plausible range of shape models, yielding reconstructions suggesting that, despite its large size, Juno has sizable unrounded features moulded by non-gravitational processes such as impacts.
Stop It, and Be Stubborn!

A system is always may-terminating, if and only if from every reachable state, a terminal state is reachable. This publication argues that it is beneficial for both catching non-progress errors and stubborn, ample, and persistent set state space reduction to try to make verification models always may-terminating. An incorrect mutual exclusion algorithm is used as an example. The error does not manifest itself, unless the first action of the customers is modelled differently from other actions. An appropriate method is to add an alternative first action that models the customer stopping for good. This method typically makes the model always may-terminating. If the model is always may-terminating, then the basic strong stubborn set method preserves safety and some progress properties without any additional condition for solving the ignoring problem. Furthermore, whether the model is always may-terminating can be checked efficiently from the reduced state space.
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Gaussian filtering and variational approximations for Bayesian smoothing in continuous-discrete stochastic dynamic systems

The Bayesian smoothing equations are generally intractable for systems described by nonlinear stochastic differential equations and discrete-time measurements. Gaussian approximations are a computationally efficient way to approximate the true smoothing distribution. In this work, we present a comparison between two Gaussian approximation methods. The Gaussian filtering based Gaussian smoother uses a Gaussian approximation for the filtering distribution to form an approximation for the smoothing distribution. The variational Gaussian smoother is based on minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the approximate smoothing distribution with respect to the true distribution. The results suggest that for highly nonlinear systems, the variational Gaussian smoother can be used to iteratively improve the Gaussian filtering based smoothing solution. We also present linearization and sigma-point methods to approximate the intractable Gaussian expectations in the variational Gaussian smoothing equations. In addition, we extend the variational Gaussian smoother for certain class of systems with singular diffusion matrix.
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Fundamental solution of k-hyperbolic harmonic functions in odd spaces

We study k-hyperbolic harmonic functions in the upper half space. The operator is the Laplace-Beltrami operator with respect to the Riemannian metric. In case $k = n - 1$ the Riemannian metric is the hyperbolic distance of Poincare upper half space. The proposed functions are connected to the axially symmetric potentials studied notably by Weinstein, Huber and Leutwiler. We present the fundamental solution in case $n$ is even using the hyperbolic metric. The main tool is the transformation of k-hyperbolic harmonic functions to eigenfunctions of the hyperbolic Laplace operator.
ADAM: A general method for using various data types in asteroid reconstruction

We introduce ADAM, the All-Data Asteroid Modelling algorithm. ADAM is simple and universal since it handles all disk-resolved data types (adaptive optics or other images, interferometry, and range-Doppler radar data) in a uniform manner via the 2D Fourier transform, enabling fast convergence in model optimization. The resolved data can be combined with disk-integrated data (photometry). In the reconstruction process, the difference between each data type is only a few code lines defining the particular generalized projection from 3D onto a 2D image plane. Occultation timings can be included as sparse silhouettes, and thermal infrared data are efficiently handled with an approximate algorithm that is sufficient in practice because of the dominance of the high-contrast (boundary) pixels over the low-contrast (interior) pixels. This is of particular importance to the raw ALMA data that can be directly handled by ADAM without having to construct the standard image. We study the reliability of the inversion, using the independent shape supports of function series and control-point surfaces. When other data are lacking, one can carry out fast non-convex lightcurve-only inversions, but any shape models resulting from it should only be taken as illustrative large-scale models.
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On improvement of transient stage of composite nonlinear feedback control using arbitrary order set point filters
This paper studies the generalization of composite nonlinear feedback (CNF) control using arbitrary order set point filters, which focus on the initial stage of the transient response. The set point filters can be used to provide more performance by shortening the rise and settling times of the control system. Furthermore, the filters operate outside the feedback loop, and hence, they do not sacrifice loop robustness. The new method is illustrated by a benchmark problem found in an open literature. The simulation results show that the proposed method improves the set point response more than 10% in terms of settling time.
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Composite Nonlinear Feedback Control of a Chemical Reactor
This paper studies the application of composite nonlinear feedback (CNF) control for a continuous time stirred tank reactor. Inside the reactor, an exothermic chemical reaction occurs, which requires cooling when concentration is commanded from low to high conversion rate to prevent a thermal runaway. A full-state CNF controller is designed for adjusting the temperature of the cooling jacket using concentration and temperature measurements. A continuous time gain-scheduled cascade controller, as well as a model predictive controller (MPC) is also fabricated for comparison. The gain-scheduled cascade controller has a proportional-integral (PI) controller as a primary loop controller, and a P-controller as a secondary loop controller. The simulation results show that the CNF controller is able to offer the best overall tracking performance as measured by the integral-of-absolute-error (IAE) criterion. In addition, the CNF controller does not need gain-scheduling for tuning purposes; the CNF controller is capable of changing its tuning as a function of control error only.
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Projektioppiminen: lähtökohtana ympäröivä maailma
Oppilaat tarvitsevat matematiikkaa arjessa ja tulevassa työelämässä, ei vain matematiikan tunneilla. Projektioppiminen-kehittämishankkeen tarkoituksena on lisätä yläkouluikäisten oppilaiden motivaatiota matematiikkaa kohtaan ja luoda samalla matematiikkainnostonstua.
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Tampereen matemaattisten alaisten aineenopettajajakoulutus
We present how the education of subject teachers is organized in mathematics, science and computer science in Tampere. It is based on the idea that both engineering students and students from mathematics and science may choose to become a subject teacher. Students are accepted either to the master's degree program in Science and Engineering of Tampere University of Technology or the master's program of Mathematics and Statistics of University of Tampere. Students from different universities are giving opportunities to learn from each other. They study physics and chemistry in Tampere University of Technology and do pedagogical studies in University of Tampere. Both universities have also developed special motivating courses based on the didactical research to their students. In mathematics, there is a joined course for the second or third year students motivating towards teaching carrier. In both universities there are possibilities to do the master or bachelor thesis in didactics of mathematics or science. Both universities have an important role in education of subject teachers in Finland. Tampere University of Technology is providing opportunities during studies to cooperate between schools and industry. It gives ideas how science and mathematics are applied in the modern society. University of Tampere also trains primary school teachers with specialization in mathematics.
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Generalized hyperbolic harmonic functions in the plane
We consider solutions of the equation $y \Delta h (x,y) - k \frac{ah}{ay} = 0$ in the plane. These functions already have been investigated by Weinstein around 1950 in connection of generalized axially symmetric potential theory. We have found several results
concerning these type of functions, called k-hyperbolic harmonic functions, in higher dimensions. In this paper, we show in the plane case that it is possible to compute the explicit fundamental solutions in terms of the hyperbolic metric. These results may be used to find fundamental solutions in all even dimensional spaces. The key tools are the transformation properties of hyperbolic metric of the Poincaré upper half space model.
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**Multi-stable dynamics of the non-adiabatic repressilator**
The assumption of the fast binding of transcription factors (TFs) to promoters is a typical point in studies of synthetic genetic circuits functioning in bacteria. Although the assumption is effective for simplifying the models, it becomes questionable in the light of in vivo measurements of the times TF spends searching for its cognate DNA sites. We investigated the dynamics of the full idealized model of the paradigmatic genetic oscillator, the repressilator, using deterministic mathematical modelling and stochastic simulations. We found (using experimentally approved parameter values) that decreases in the TF binding rate changes the type of transition between steady state and oscillation. As a result, this gives rise to the hysteresis region in the parameter space, where both the steady state and the oscillation coexist. We further show that the hysteresis is persistent over a considerable range of the parameter values, but the presence of the oscillations is limited by the low rate of TF dimer degradation. Finally, the stochastic simulation of the model confirms the hysteresis with switching between the two attractors, resulting in highly skewed period distributions. Moreover, intrinsic noise stipulates trains of large-amplitude modulations around the stable steady state outside the hysteresis region, which makes the period distributions bimodal.
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Designing controllers with reduced order internal models

In this technical note we study robust output tracking for autonomous linear systems. We introduce a new approach to designing robust controllers using a recent observation that a full internal model is not always necessary for robustness. Especially this may be the case if the control law is only required to be robust with respect to a specific predetermined class of uncertainties in the parameters of the plant. The results are illustrated with an example on robust output tracking for coupled harmonic oscillators.
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Semantic Labeling of Places based on Phone Usage Features using Supervised Learning

Nowadays mobile applications demand higher context awareness. The applications aim to understand the user's context (e.g., home or at work) and provide services tailored to the users. The algorithms responsible for inferring the user's context are the so-called context inference algorithms, the place detection being a particular case. Our hypothesis is that people use mobile phones differently when they are located in different places (e.g. longer calls at home than at work). Therefore, the usage of the mobile phones could be an indicator of the users' current context. The objective of the work is to develop a system that can estimate the user's place label (home, work, etc.), based on phone usage. As training and validation set, we use a database containing phone usage information of 200 users over several months including phone call and SMS logs, multimedia usage, accelerometer, GPS, network information and system information. The data was split into visits, i.e., periods of uninterrupted time that the user has been in a certain place (Home, Work, Leisure, etc.). The data include information about the phone usage during the visits, and the semantic label of the place visited (Home, Work, etc.). We consider two approaches to represent this data: the first approach (so-called visits approach) saves each visit separately; the second approach (so-called places approach) combines all visits of one user to a certain place and creates place-specific information. For place detection, we used five popular classification methods, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Bagged Tree, Neural Network and K-Nearest Neighbors, in both representation approaches. We evaluated their classification rates and found that: 1) Bagged Tree outperforms the other methods; 2) the places data-representation gives better results than the visits data-representation.
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A general framework for island systems
The notion of an island defined on a rectangular board is an elementary combinatorial concept that occurred first in [3]. Results of [3] were starting points for investigations exploring several variations and various aspects of this notion. In this paper we introduce a general framework for islands that subsumes all earlier studied concepts of islands on finite boards, moreover we show that the prime implicants of a Boolean function, the formal concepts of a formal context, convex subgraphs of a simple graph, and some particular subsets of a projective plane also fit into this framework. We axiomatize those cases where islands have the property of being pairwise comparable or disjoint, or they are distant, introducing the notion of a connective island domain and of a proximity domain, respectively. In the general case the maximal systems of islands are characterised by using the concept of an admissible system. We also characterise all possible island systems in the case of connective island domains and proximity domains.

Analysis of geometric primitives in quantitative structure models of tree stems
One way to model a tree is to use a collection of geometric primitives to represent the surface and topology of the stem and branches of a tree. The circular cylinder is often used as the geometric primitive, but it is not the only possible choice. We investigate various geometric primitives and modelling schemes, discuss their properties and give practical estimates for expected modelling errors associated with the primitives. We find that the circular cylinder is the most robust primitive in the sense of a well-bounded volumetric modelling error, even with noise and gaps in the data. Its use does not cause errors significantly larger than those with more complex primitives, while the latter are much more sensitive to data quality. However, in some cases, a hybrid approach with more complex primitives for the stem is useful.
Application of terrestrial LiDAR and modelling of tree branching structure for plant-scaling models in tropical forest trees
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Approach for Investigating Crowdfunding Campaigns with Platform Data: Case Indiegogo
Crowdfunding via the internet is a relatively new phenomenon in research and gaining momentum currently. While taking a data-driven approach into investigating the properties and dynamics of crowdfunding campaigns would allow the use of computational social science in investigations on crowdfunding, existing data-driven research on crowdfunding remains very limited. This is particularly true on the level of individual funder data. In this study, we contribute to the empirical body of knowledge on crowdfunding by introducing Indiegogo as a data source and, more specifically, the development and implementation of a crawler and scraper for accessing Indiegogo campaign data, and sharing this openly for other researchers. Due to the extremely dynamic and rapidly increasing amount of crowdfunding data in terms of the number of crowdfunding campaigns and the available investment and individual investor data, we believe our approach is useful for supporting public and open data-driven research, instead of providing merely a static data set.
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Assessing coupling dynamics from an ensemble of time series

Finding interdependency relations between time series provides valuable knowledge about the processes that generated the signals. Information theory sets a natural framework for important classes of statistical dependencies. However, a reliable estimation from information-theoretic functionals is hampered when the dependency to be assessed is brief or evolves in time. Here, we show that these limitations can be partly alleviated when we have access to an ensemble of independent repetitions of the time series. In particular, we gear a data-efficient estimator of probability densities to make use of the full structure of trial-based measures. By doing so, we can obtain time-resolved estimates for a family of entropy combinations (including mutual information, transfer entropy and their conditional counterparts), which are more accurate than the simple average of individual estimates over trials. We show with simulated and real data generated by coupled electronic circuits that the proposed approach allows one to recover the time-resolved dynamics of the coupling between different subsystems.
Asteroid Models from Multiple Data Sources
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Engineering motif search for large graphs
In the graph motif problem, we are given as input a vertexcolored graph H (the host graph) and a multiset of colors M (the motif). Our task is to decide whether H has a connected set of vertices whose multiset of colors agrees with M. The graph motif problem is NP-complete but known to admit parameterized algorithms that run in linear time in the size of H. We demonstrate that algorithms based on constrained multilinear sieving are viable in practice, scaling to graphs with hundreds of millions of edges as long as M remains small. Furthermore, our implementation is topologyinvariant relative to the host graph H, meaning only the most crude graph parameters (number of edges and number of vertices) suffice in practice to determine the algorithm performance.
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Equal Opportunities in Education of Science, Mathematics and Technology

We are raising a question if our education system in Finland is still providing equal opportunities for everybody in education of Science and Mathematics and Technology. We are using as indicators recent results of three international assessments: The Program for International Student Assessment, Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study and The learning curve in Science and Mathematics. There are a lot of research done internationally and nationally based on the results of these assessments and the background information connected to them. These assessments have also started rich discussions in news and in newspapers.

Basic Education Act 1998 in Finland gives every child a right to go to the close by neighborhood school, assigned by the local school authorities, and parents a freedom to choose some another school for their child. In addition, some local schools have a right to emphasize certain areas of education and to choose their students based on suitability tests.

Connected to these issues, we are describing some research results concerning the status of schools and selection of schools in Helsinki area.
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Frequency domain robust regulation of signals generated by an infinite-dimensional exosystem

This paper deals with frequency domain robust regulation of signals generated by an infinite-dimensional exosystem. The problem is formulated and the stability types are chosen so that one can generalize the existing finite-dimensional theory to more general classes of infinite-dimensional systems and signals. The main results of this article are extensions of the internal model principle, of a necessary and sufficient solvability condition for the robust regulation problem, and of Davison's simple servo compensator for stable plants in the chosen algebraic framework.
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Infinitesimals and Pavelka logic

Rational Pavelka Logic does not admit infinitesimals. We argue that infinitesimals are important in logic and we present an alternative approach which admits them. It is built up in a similar style, but based on the Chang's perfect MV-algebra. We prove a partial result towards the completeness of this logic. We also discuss a combined approach using more complex perfect MV-algebras.

Massive-Scale Tree Modelling from TLS Data

This paper presents a method for reconstructing automatically the quantitative structure model of every tree in a forest plot from terrestrial laser scanner data. A new feature is the automatic extraction of individual trees from the point cloud. The method is tested with a 30-m diameter English oak plot and a 80-m diameter Australian eucalyptus plot. For the oak plot the total biomass was overestimated by about 17 %, when compared to allometry (N = 15), and the modelling time was about 100 min with a laptop. For the eucalyptus plot the total biomass was overestimated by about 8.5 %, when compared to a destructive reference (N = 27), and the modelling time was about 160 min. The method provides accurate and fast...
Motion Model for Positioning with Graph-Based Indoor Map

This article presents a training-free probabilistic pedestrian motion model that uses indoor map information represented as a set of links that are connected by nodes. This kind of structure can be modelled as a graph. In the proposed model, as a position estimate reaches a link end, the choice probabilities of the next link are proportional to the total link lengths (TLL), the total lengths of the subgraphs accessible by choosing the considered link alternative. The TLLs can be computed offline using only the graph, and they can be updated if training data are available. A particle filter in which all the particles move on the links following the TLL-based motion model is formulated. The TLL-based motion model has advantageous theoretical properties compared to the conventional models. Furthermore, the real-data WLAN positioning tests show that the positioning accuracy of the algorithm is similar or in many cases better than that of the conventional algorithms. The TLL-based model is found to be advantageous especially if position measurements are used infrequently, with 10-second or more time intervals.
New Insights for Relational Capital

In this paper, we concentrate on relational capital, manifestation of the old adage "it is not what you know but who you know". We propose that in this networked world, the importance of relationships between multiple stakeholders created by key personnel and financing becomes fundamental, and hence understanding and measuring those becomes fundamental, too. Accordingly, we highlight a need to go beyond social, individual or personal relationships and organizational context, as well as beyond the limitations of the dyadic (one actor to one actor) view on relationships. Hence, we are introducing the ecosystem as the context for measuring relational capital. This paper builds on a construct of ecosystemic relational capital, created for understanding and measuring the importance of relationships in the context of ecosystems. It looks at the totality of relationships both at organizational level and at individual level, measuring the structures and characteristics related to individuals, organizations as well as the ecosystem as a whole (Still et al. 2014a). We acknowledge that the initial framework emphasizes the "networking capabilities" element of relational capital, with less attention to the element of "customer loyalty and reputation", which is the motivation for building on the construct. The processes of ecosystemic relational capital are built on the possibilities afforded by the volumes of digital data, mostly from social media, providing details on the relationships between various actors related to various regions, sectors, technologies and products. However, we propose enhancing the holistic integration for better understanding and measuring of relational capital with the application of methods of social network analysis (SNA), network visualizations and social media analytics. In this paper, we present concrete examples of the enhanced framework. At the same time, we acknowledge that there are many other avenues for obtaining novel insights for relational capital with these analytics, and we strongly encourage researchers and practitioners to do so.
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Nondestructive estimates of above-ground biomass using terrestrial laser scanning
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On constructibility and unconstructibility of LTS operators from other LTS operators

An LTS operator can be constructed from a set of LTS operators up to an equivalence if and only if there is an LTS expression that only contains operators from the set and whose result is equivalent to the result of the operator. In this publication this idea is made precise in the context where each LTS has an alphabet of its own and the operators may depend on the alphabets. Then the extent to which LTS operators are constructible is studied. Most, if not all, established LTS operators have the property that each trace of the result arises from the execution of no more than one trace of each of its argument LTSs, and similarly for infinite traces. All LTS operators that have this property and satisfy some other rather weak regularity properties can be constructed from parallel composition and hiding up to the equivalence that compares the alphabets, traces, and infinite traces of the LTSs. Furthermore, a collection of other miscellaneous constructibility and unconstructibility results is presented.
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On Robustness of Strongly Stable Semigroups with Spectrum on $i\mathbb{R}$

We study the robustness properties of strong stability of a strongly continuous semigroup on a Hilbert space. We concentrate on a situation where the generator of the unperturbed semigroup has a finite spectral point on the imaginary axis and the resolvent operator is polynomially bounded elsewhere on the imaginary axis. As our main result we present conditions for preservation of the strong stability of the semigroup under bounded perturbations.
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On Robust Output Regulation for Continuous-Time Periodic Systems

We construct a controller to solve robust output tracking problem for a stable linear continuous-time periodic system on a finite-dimensional space. We begin by transforming the time-dependent plant to a time-invariant discrete-time system using the ”lifting technique”. The controller is then designed to achieve robust output tracking for the lifted system. We show that an exact solution to the control problem for a continuous-time periodic system necessarily requires an error feedback controller with an infinite-dimensional internal model. The results are illustrated with an example where robust output tracking is considered for a stable periodic scalar system.
Practical Partial Order Reduction for CSP

FDR is an explicit-state refinement checker for the process algebra CSP and, as such, is vulnerable to the state-explosion problem. In this paper, we show how a form of partial-order reduction, an automatic state reduction mechanism, can be utilised to soundly reduce the number of states that must be visited. In particular, we develop a compositional method for partial-order reduction that takes advantage of FDR's internal, compositional, process representation. Further, we develop novel methods of preserving the traces of a process which allow partial-order reduction to be applied to arbitrary FDR refinement checks. We also provide details on how to efficiently implement the algorithms required for partial-order reduction.
Robustness of strong stability of discrete semigroups
In this paper we study the robustness of strong stability of a discrete semigroup on a Hilbert space under bounded perturbations. As the main result we present classes of perturbations preserving the strong stability of the semigroup.
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Robust Regulation of SISO Systems: The Fractional Ideal Approach

We solve the robust regulation problem for single-input single-output plants by using the fractional ideal approach and without assuming the existence of coprime factorizations. In particular, we are able to formulate the famous internal model principle for stabilizable plants which do not necessarily admit coprime factorizations. We are able to give a necessary and sufficient solvability condition for the robust regulation problem, which leads to a design method for a robustly regulating controller. The theory is illustrated by examples.
Robust Regulation Theory for Transfer Functions With a Coprime Factorization

Classical frequency domain results of robust regulation are extended by requiring only a right or a left coprime factorization of a plant, but not both. The famous internal model principle is generalized first, which leads to a necessary and sufficient solvability condition of the robust regulation problem and to a parametrization of all robustly regulating controllers. In addition, a procedure for constructing robustly regulating controllers is proposed.
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Some Ring Theory from Jeno Szigeti
A selection of ring theory papers by Jeno Szigeti is reviewed with an emphasis on aspects related to matrix algebras.
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Terrestrial LiDAR and 3D tree Quantitative Structure Model for quantification of aboveground biomass loss from selective logging in a tropical rainforest of Peru
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Traceability of essential climate variables through forest stand reconstruction with terrestrial laser scanning
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Using video games to combine learning and assessment in mathematics education
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Guard-based Partial Order Reduction
This paper aims at making partial-order reduction independent of the modeling language. To this end, we present a guard-based method which is a general-purpose implementation of the stubborn set method. We approach the implementation through so-called necessary enabling sets and do-not-accord sets, and give an algorithm suitable for an abstract model checking interface. We also introduce necessary disabling sets and heuristics to produce smaller stubborn sets and thus better reduction at low costs. We explore the effect of these methods using an implementation in the model checker LTSmin. We experiment with partial-order reduction on a number of Promela models, on benchmarks from the BEEM database in the DVE language, and with several with LTL properties. The efficiency of the heuristic algorithm is established by a comparison to the subset-minimal Deletion algorithm and the simple closure algorithm. We also compare our results to the Spin model checker. While the reductions take longer, they are consistently better than Spin’s ample set and often surpass the upper bound for the process-based ample sets, established empirically earlier on BEEM models.
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UWB Positioning with Generalized Gaussian Mixture Filters

Low-complexity Bayesian filtering for nonlinear models is challenging. Approximative methods based on Gaussian mixtures (GM) and particle filters are able to capture multimodality, but suffer from high computational demand. In this paper, we provide an in-depth analysis of a generalized GM (GGM), which allows component weights to be negative, and requires significantly fewer components than the traditional GM for ranging models. Based on simulations and tests with real data from a network of UWB nodes, we show how the algorithm’s accuracy depends on the uncertainty of the measurements. For nonlinear ranging the GGM filter outperforms the extended Kalman filter (EKF) in both positioning accuracy and consistency in environments with uncertain measurements, and requires only slightly higher computational effort when the number of measurement channels is small. In networks with highly reliable measurements, the GGM filter yields similar accuracy and better consistency than the EKF.
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Quantitative Analysis of Dynamic Association in Live Biological Fluorescent Samples

Determining vesicle localization and association in live microscopy may be challenging due to non-simultaneous imaging of rapidly moving objects with two excitation channels. Besides errors due to movement of objects, imaging may also introduce shifting between the image channels, and traditional colocalization methods cannot handle such situations. Our approach to quantifying the association between tagged proteins is to use an object-based method where the exact match of object locations is not assumed. Point-pattern matching provides a measure of correspondence between two point-sets under various changes between the sets. Thus, it can be used for robust quantitative analysis of vesicle association between image channels. Results for a large set of synthetic images shows that the novel association method based on point-pattern matching demonstrates robust capability to detect association of closely located vesicles in live cell-microscopy where traditional colocalization methods fail to produce results. In addition, the method outperforms compared Iterated Closest Points registration method. Results for fixed and live experimental data shows the association method to perform comparably to traditional methods in colocalization studies for fixed cells and to perform favorably in association studies for live cells.
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A Measurement-based Statistical Model to Evaluate Uncertainty in Long-range Noise Assessments

Carefully validated long-range sound propagation measurements with extensive meteorological instrumentation were continued for 612 days without interruption, around the clock, resulting in a database with millions of files, terabytes of sound and environmental data, and hundreds of pages of documentation. More than 100 environmental variables were analysed by statistical means, and many statistically highly significant dependencies linked to excess attenuation were found. At a distance of 3 km from the source, excess attenuation was spread over a dynamic range of 80 dB, with differences of 10 dB between individual quarters of the year; also, negative excess attenuation at frequencies below 400 Hz existed. The low frequencies were affected mainly by the stability characteristics of the atmosphere and the lapse rate. Humidity; lapse rate; sensible heat flux; and longitudinal, transverse, and vertical turbulence intensities explain excess attenuation at higher frequencies to a statistically highly significant extent. Through application of a wide range of regression analyses, a set of criteria for frequency-dependent uncertainty in sound propagation was created. These criteria were incorporated into a software module, which, together with a state-of-the-art physical sound propagation calculation module, makes it possible to perform environmental noise assessments with known uncertainty. This approach can be applied to the short term measurements too and it was shown that some of the most complex meteorological variables, among them atmospheric turbulence, can be taken into account. Comparison with two standardized noise modelling methods showed that the statistical model covers well a range of uncertainty not matched with the standardized methods and the measured excess attenuation fit within the limits of predicted uncertainty.
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Visual network analysis of Twitter data for co-organizing conferences: case CMAD 2013

The aim of this research is to explore what kinds of insights information visualization of social media data can provide for co-organizing conferences. Our paper focuses on Twitter use before, during and after conference. We present a case study based on a conference of Community Manager Appreciation Day (CMAD 2013). With the process of data-driven visual network analysis, we used Twitter data to analyse the network of conference participants and the conference’s discussion topics. We were able to identify e.g. influential conference participants, most interesting presentations and discussions, similarities between interests of the conference participants. Hence, several development and information needs of conference co-organization were derived from the information visualizations, which have implications for improving the planning and co-organizing of conferences, as well as for Twitter use in conference communication.
Robust Regulation for Infinite-Dimensional Systems and Signals in the Frequency Domain

In this thesis, the robust output regulation problem is studied both in the time domain and in the frequency domain. The problem to be addressed is to find a stabilizing controller for a given plant so that every signal generated by an exogenous system, or shortly exosystem, is asymptotically tracked despite perturbations in the plant or some external disturbances. The exosystem generating the reference and disturbance signals is assumed to be infinite-dimensional. The main contribution of this thesis is to develop the robust regulation theory for an infinite-dimensional exosystem in the frequency domain framework. In order to do that, the time domain theory is studied in some detail and new results that emphasize the smoothness requirement on the reference and disturbance signals due to infinite-dimensionality of the exosystem are presented. Two types of controllers are studied, the feedforward controllers and the error feedback controllers, the latter of which facilitate robust regulation. These results exploit the structure at infinity of the plant transfer function. In this thesis, a new definition of the structure at infinity suitable for infinite-dimensional systems is developed and its properties are studied. The frequency domain theory developed is based on the insights into the corresponding time domain theory. By following some recent time domain ideas the type of robustness and stability types are chosen so that they facilitate the use of an infinite-dimensional exosystem. The robustness is understood in the sense that stability should imply regulation. The chosen stability types resemble the time domain polynomial and strong stabilities and allow robust regulation of signals that have an infinite number of unstable dynamics along with transfer functions vanishing at infinity. The main contribution of this thesis is the formulation of the celebrated internal model principle in the frequency domain terms in a rather abstract algebraic setting. Unlike in the existing literature, no topological aspect of the problem is needed because of the adopted definition of robustness. The plant transfer function is only assumed to have a right or a left coprime factorization but not necessarily both. The internal model principle leads to a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the robust regulation problem. The second main contribution of the thesis is to design frequency domain controllers for infinite-dimensional systems and exosystems. In this thesis, the Davison’s simple controller design for stable plants is extended to infinite-dimensional systems and exosystems. Then a controller design procedure for unstable plants containing two phases is proposed. In the first phase, a stabilizing controller is constructed for a given plant. The second phase is to design a robustly regulating controller for a stable part of the plant. This design procedure nicely combines with the Davison’s type controllers and is especially suitable for infinite-dimensional plants with transfer functions in the Callier-Desoer class of transfer functions.

RDERED AT CROBUST REGULATION FOR INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS AND SIGNALS IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

In this thesis, the robust output regulation problem is studied both in the time domain and in the frequency domain. The problem to be addressed is to find a stabilizing controller for a given plant so that every signal generated by an exogenous system, or shortly exosystem, is asymptotically tracked despite perturbations in the plant or some external disturbances. The exosystem generating the reference and disturbance signals is assumed to be infinite-dimensional. The main contribution of this thesis is to develop the robust regulation theory for an infinite-dimensional exosystem in the frequency domain framework. In order to do that, the time domain theory is studied in some detail and new results that emphasize the smoothness requirement on the reference and disturbance signals due to infinite-dimensionality of the exosystem are presented. Two types of controllers are studied, the feedforward controllers and the error feedback controllers, the latter of which facilitate robust regulation. These results exploit the structure at infinity of the plant transfer function. In this thesis, a new definition of the structure at infinity suitable for infinite-dimensional systems is developed and its properties are studied. The frequency domain theory developed is based on the insights into the corresponding time domain theory. By following some recent time domain ideas the type of robustness and stability types are chosen so that they facilitate the use of an infinite-dimensional exosystem. The robustness is understood in the sense that stability should imply regulation. The chosen stability types resemble the time domain polynomial and strong stabilities and allow robust regulation of signals that have an infinite number of unstable dynamics along with transfer functions vanishing at infinity. The main contribution of this thesis is the formulation of the celebrated internal model principle in the frequency domain terms in a rather abstract algebraic setting. Unlike in the existing literature, no topological aspect of the problem is needed because of the adopted definition of robustness. The plant transfer function is only assumed to have a right or a left coprime factorization but not necessarily both. The internal model principle leads to a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the robust regulation problem. The second main contribution of the thesis is to design frequency domain controllers for infinite-dimensional systems and exosystems. In this thesis, the Davison’s simple controller design for stable plants is extended to infinite-dimensional systems and exosystems. Then a controller design procedure for unstable plants containing two phases is proposed. In the first phase, a stabilizing controller is constructed for a given plant. The second phase is to design a robustly regulating controller for a stable part of the plant. This design procedure nicely combines with the Davison’s type controllers and is especially suitable for infinite-dimensional plants with transfer functions in the Callier-Desoer class of transfer functions.
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A linear state model for PDR+WLAN positioning

Indoor positioning based on WLAN signals is often enhanced using pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) based on an inertial measurement unit. The state evolution model in PDR is usually nonlinear. We present a new linear state evolution model for PDR. In simulated-data and real-data tests of tightly coupled WLAN-PDR positioning, we find that the positioning accuracy with this linear model is almost as good as with traditional models when the initial state is known, and better when the initial state is not known. The proposed method is computationally light and is also suitable for smoothing.
A Lyapunov approach to strong stability of semigroups
In this paper we present Lyapunov based proofs for the well-known Arendt-Batty-Lyubich-Vu Theorem for strongly continuous and discrete semigroups. We also study the spectral properties of the limit isometric groups used in the proofs.
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Bandwidth and Storage Reduction of Radio Maps for Offline WLAN Positioning

Most of the existing mobile device positioning methods require data connectivity, i.e. they work in the mobile-assisted, or online mode. However, this consumes energy, induces transmission costs and results in unnecessarily long time-to-first-fix. These issues can be alleviated using mobile-based, or offline, mode. In this mode the device carries a subset of the global radio map in memory for fast positioning without data connection. The challenge of this approach is the large size of the offline radio map that needs to be downloaded, stored and updated periodically in the mobile device. This paper presents a method to find the significant APs in the global radio map and proposes using only those in offline positioning in order to compress the size of the required offline radio map. We also propose a method to further compress the size of the offline radio map by hashing the globally unique AP BSSIDs into locally unique shortened BSSIDs. We test the proposed methods with real-world data.
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Bayes trees and forests: combining precise empirical and theoretical tree models
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Challenges in Heterogeneous Web Data Analytics - Case Finnish Growth Companies in Social Media

Diverse data about various phenomena are implicitly available in the modern web. In particular websites categorized as social media provide rich and heterogeneous data about various entities such as people, corporations, brands as well as their properties and relationships. An analyst who seeks to leverage this diverse data is faced with the challenge of integrating and making sense of a set of heterogeneous data sources. In this paper, we provide an introduction and a problem statement for heterogeneous web data analytics. To further highlight and discuss practical challenges, we introduce a case study of Finnish growth companies in social media. Instead of a purely data-driven approach, the presented approach is rooted in the idea that an analyst can actively participate in the data collection and integration process, while the process can still retain repeatability and transparency. The key contribution of this paper is the statement of the challenges related to heterogeneous web data analytics.
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Estimation of initial state and model parameters for autonomous GNSS orbit prediction

In self-assisted GNSS the orbit of a satellite is predicted by solving the differential equation that models its motion. Our motion model includes the most important forces: Earth's gravity, lunar and solar gravity and solar radiation pressure. Unmodeled forces are taken into account by using Gaussian white noise term with covariance matrix estimated offline from historical orbital data. The estimation of model parameters (solar radiation pressure and Earth orientation parameters) and initial state for the prediction includes both offline and online stages. In the offline stage, priors for the solar radiation pressure parameters are estimated using precise orbits issued by the International GNSS service (IGS). In the online stage, the satellite's broadcast ephemeris is used to estimate the initial state and model parameters. The estimation of the initial state is formulated as non-linear continuous-time filtering problem with discrete-time measurements. The filtering equations are solved numerically and the performance of different numerical methods (Extended, Cubature and Unscented Kalman filters) is compared. Using the estimated initial state and model parameters, the satellite orbits are predicted 5 days into the future. The accuracy and consistency of the predicted orbits is analysed by comparing with the IGS precise ephemerides. In this paper only GPS satellites are considered, but the method can be extended to other satellite systems.
Estimation of Model Parameters
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Information visualization of Twitter data for co-organizing conferences

The aim of this research is to explore what kinds of insights information visualization of social media data can provide for co-organizing conferences. Our paper focuses on Twitter in ‘during-conference’ use. We present a case study based on CMAD2013 conference and on the tweet traffic during the conference day. We applied the process of data-driven visual network analysis for providing insights on Twitter use during CMAD2013 conference day. By analyzing the network of conference participants and the conference’s discussion topics, we were able to identify e.g. influential conference delegates, most interesting presentations and discussions, similarities between interests of the conference participants, and several development and information needs of conference co-organization derived from the information visualizations, which have implications for the planning and co-organizing of conferences, as well as for Twitter use in communicating during conferences.
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Particle filter and smoother for indoor localization

We present a real-time particle filter for 2D and 3D hybrid indoor positioning. It uses wireless local area network (WLAN) based position measurements, step and turn detection from a hand-held inertial sensor unit, floor plan restrictions, altitude change measurements from barometer and possibly other measurements such as occasional GNSS fixes. We also present a particle smoother, which uses future measurements to improve the position estimate for non-real-time applications. A lightweight fallback filter is run in the background for initialization, divergence monitoring and possibly re-initialization. In real-data tests the particle filter is more accurate and consistent than the methods that do not use floor plans. An example is shown on how smoothing helps to improve the filter estimate. Moreover, a floor change case is presented, in which the filter is capable of detecting the floor change and improving the 2D accuracy using the floor change information.
Process for Measuring and Visualizing an Open Innovation Platform: Case Demola

Open innovation breaks the traditional pattern for developing new innovation leading to new business and the activities toward it. Consequently, new requirements are posed to innovation measurement. Demola is an open innovation platform that takes real-life problems from companies and other organizations and puts together and facilitates projects where students from different universities come together to solve the problems. This paper describes a set of network visualizations and animations that were developed in co-creation with the Demola operators to make visible the activity that Demola has initiated. Moreover, the development process used to design the visualizations and the technical process that was applied are described and discussed. We claim that static network visualizations and animations of an open innovation platform development are useful in presenting, describing, marketing and selling the platform for existing and new stakeholders. Our experience shows that in order to develop visualizations and animations that meet the requirements set by the different stakeholders, an iterative and incremental development process is needed. Moreover, we claim that taking a data-driven approach to visualization development is a key enabler in supporting the development.
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Reduced order internal models in robust output regulation

In this paper we consider robust output regulation and the internal model principle for infinite-dimensional linear systems. We concentrate on a problem where the control law is required to be robust with respect to a restricted class of perturbations. We show that depending on the class of admissible perturbations, it is often possible to construct a robust controller with a smaller internal model than the one given by the internal model principle. In addition, we also look for minimal classes of perturbations that make the full internal model necessary. We introduce a straightforward way of testing for robustness of the control law for a given set of perturbations. The test in particular shows that the robustness is only dependent on the way the perturbations affect the transfer function of the plant at the frequencies of the exosystem. The theoretic results are applied to designing controllers for a one-dimensional wave equation and for a system consisting of three independent shock absorber models.
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Regional compensation for statistical maximum likelihood reconstruction error of PET image pixels
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Robustness of polynomial stability with respect to unbounded perturbations

In this paper we present conditions for the preservation of strong and polynomial stability of a strongly continuous semigroup under unbounded finite rank perturbations of its infinitesimal generator. In addition, we also improve recent perturbation results for bounded finite rank perturbations. The results are illustrated with two examples. In the first one we consider the preservation of stability of a one-dimensional wave equation that has been stabilized polynomially with boundary feedback. In the second example we find conditions for the preservation of polynomial stability of a multiplication semigroup under unbounded rank one perturbations.
Solvability of the output regulation problem with a feedforward controller
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SO-MI: A surrogate model algorithm for computationally expensive nonlinear mixed-integer black-box global optimization problems
This paper introduces a surrogate model based algorithm for computationally expensive mixed-integer black-box global optimization problems with both binary and non-binary integer variables that may have computationally expensive constraints. The goal is to find accurate solutions with relatively few function evaluations. A radial basis function surrogate model (response surface) is used to select candidates for integer and continuous decision variable points at which the computationally expensive objective and constraint functions are to be evaluated. In every iteration multiple new points are selected based on different methods, and the function evaluations are done in parallel. The algorithm converges to the global optimum almost surely. The performance of this new algorithm, SO-MI, is compared to a branch and bound algorithm for nonlinear problems, a genetic algorithm, and the NOMAD (Nonsmooth Optimization by Mesh Adaptive Direct Search) algorithm for mixed-integer problems on 16 test problems from the literature (constrained, unconstrained, unimodal and multimodal problems), as well as on two application problems arising from structural optimization, and three application problems from optimal reliability design. The numerical experiments show that SO-MI reaches significantly better results than the other algorithms when the number of function evaluations is very restricted (200–300 evaluations).
Stock Price Dynamics and Option Valuations under Volatility Feedback Effect

According to the volatility feedback effect, an unexpected increase in squared volatility leads to an immediate decline in the price-dividend ratio. In this paper, we consider the properties of stock price dynamics and option valuations under the volatility feedback effect by modeling the joint dynamics of stock price, dividends, and volatility in continuous time. Most importantly, our model predicts the negative effect of an increase in squared return volatility on the value of deep-in-the-money call options and, furthermore, attempts to explain the volatility puzzle. We theoretically demonstrate a mechanism by which the market price of diffusion return risk, or an equity risk-premium, affects option prices and empirically illustrate how to identify that mechanism using forward-looking information on option contracts. Our theoretical and empirical results support the relevance of the volatility feedback effect. Overall, the results indicate that the prevailing practice of ignoring the time-varying dividend yield in option pricing can lead to oversimplification of the stock market dynamics.
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Structure-Dynamics Relationships in Bursting Neuronal Networks Revealed Using a Prediction Framework

The question of how the structure of a neuronal network affects its functionality has gained a lot of attention in neuroscience. However, the vast majority of the studies on structure-dynamics relationships consider few types of network topologies and assess limited numbers of structural measures. In this in silico study, we employ a wide diversity of network topologies and search among many possibilities the aspects of structure that have the greatest effect on the network excitability. The network activity is simulated using two point-neuron models, where the neurons are activated by noisy fluctuation of the membrane potential and their connections are described by chemical synapse models, and statistics on the number and quality of the emergent network bursts are collected for each network type. We apply a prediction framework to the obtained data in order to find out the most relevant aspects of network structure. In this framework, predictors that use different sets of graph-theoretic measures are trained to estimate the activity properties, such as burst count or burst length, of the networks. The performances of these predictors are compared with each other. We show that the best performance in prediction of activity properties for networks with sharp in-degree distribution is obtained when the prediction is based on clustering coefficient. By contrast, for networks with broad in-degree distribution, the maximum eigenvalue of the connectivity graph gives the most accurate prediction. The results shown for small (N~100) networks hold with few exceptions when different neuron models, different choices of neuron population and different average degrees are applied. We confirm our conclusions using larger (N~900) networks as well. Our findings reveal the relevance of different aspects of network structure from the viewpoint of network excitability, and our integrative method could serve as a general framework for structure-dynamics studies in biosciences.
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In this paper the robust regulation problem for infinite-dimensional systems
\begin{equation*}
\dot x = Ax + Bu + F_s v, \quad y = Cx + Du + F_m v, \\
\end{equation*}

with infinite-dimensional exosystems $\dot v = S v$ is discussed. The feedback controller is of the form
\begin{equation*}
\dot z = \mathcal{G}_1 z + \mathcal{G}_2 e, \quad u = K z.
\end{equation*}

All the spaces involved are infinite-dimensional. The purpose of the feedback controller is to stabilize the closed loop system and to asymptotically track the reference and perturbation signal generated by the exosystem.

The first key idea is the existence of a dynamic (bounded) steady state operator, which gives the asymptotic state of the stabilized closed loop system as time goes to infinity. This operator satisfies an operator Sylvester equation. The controller $\mathcal{G}_1, \mathcal{G}_2$ is robustly regulating if the Sylvester equation decomposes so that a regulation constraint will be satisfied. In the presentation various definitions of Internal Model Principle, including an infinite-dimensional one, guaranteeing robust regulation, will be discussed.
The second important step is in stabilizing the closed loop system by a proper choice of the controller. As the robust controller contains a $p$-copy of the exosystem, the closed loop system cannot be stabilized exponentially; instead strong or weak stabilization must be used.

A necessary condition for the existence of bounded dynamic steady state operator is the nonexistence of system zeros on the spectrum of the exosystem. In the infinite-dimensional case, the behaviour of the system transfer function at infinity also plays an important role.
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An empirical solar radiation pressure model for autonomous GNSS orbit prediction
GNSS satellite orbits can be predicted by integrating the satellites' equation of motion. If the prediction is done in a consumer grade positioning device, a simplified version of the equation of motion is required. The forces due to Earth's gravitation, solar gravitation and lunar gravitation should be included, but the models for the smaller non-gravitational forces can be fairly simple. This paper presents a simple empirical two parameter solar radiation pressure model for an orbit prediction application in a navigation device that does not have a network connection. The model is tested by predicting the orbits of GPS and GLONASS satellites up to 5 days into the future, using position and improved velocity from broadcast ephemerides as an initial state. The predicted orbits are compared to the precise orbits from International GNSS Service (IGS).
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Gaussian mixture filter allowing negative weights and its application to positioning using signal strength measurements

This paper proposes a novel Gaussian Mixture Filter (GMF) that allows components with negative weights. In case of a ring-shaped likelihood function, the new filter keeps the number of components low by approximating the likelihood as a Gaussian mixture (GM) of two components, one with positive and the other with negative weight. In this article, the filter is applied to positioning with received signal strength (RSS) based range measurements. The filter is tested using simulated measurements, and the tests indicate that the new GMF outperforms the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) in both accuracy and consistency.
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Mobile Tracking in Mixed Line-of-Sight/Non-Line-of-Sight Conditions: Algorithm and Theoretical Lower Bound
The paper investigates the problem of mobile tracking in mixed line-of-sight (LOS)/non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. The motion of mobile station is modeled by a dynamic white noise acceleration model, while the measurements are time of arrival (TOA). A first-order Markov model is employed to describe the dynamic transition of LOS/NLOS conditions. An improved Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) is proposed, in which the LOS/NLOS sight conditions are estimated by particle filtering using the optimal trial distribution, and the mobile state is computed by applying approximated analytical methods. The theoretical error lower bound is further studied in the described problem. A new method is presented to compute the posterior Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB): the mobile state is first estimated by decentralized extended Kalman filter (EKF) method, then sigma point set and unscented transformation are applied to calculate Fisher information matrix (FIM). Simulation results show that the improved RBPF is more accurate than current methods, and its performance approaches to the theoretical bound.
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Outlier-robust estimation of GPS satellite clock offsets

A new method to predict a GPS satellite’s clock offset is presented. The motivation for this work is to improve the time to first fix and make the clock offset prediction less sensitive to outliers. The proposed method is tested with real data and it is shown to improve prediction accuracy compared to other known methods.
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Periodic Output Regulation for Distributed Parameter Systems

In this paper the output regulation of a linear distributed parameter system with a nonautonomous periodic exosystem is considered. It is shown that the solvability of the output regulation problem can be characterized by the solvability of a certain constrained infinite-dimensional Sylvester differential equation. Conditions are given for the existence of feedforward and feedback controllers solving the regulation problem along with a method for their construction. The theoretical results are applied to output regulation of a controlled delay equation.
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Robust Kalman filter for positioning with wireless BS coverage areas

A robust Kalman filter method for positioning using a database of wireless base station coverage areas is presented. In tests with simulated and real data, the proposed filter is found to be more accurate than static positioning or conventional Kalman filtering.

Robustness of strongly and polynomially stable semigroups

In this paper we study the robustness properties of strong and polynomial stability of semigroups of operators. We show that polynomial stability of a semigroup is robust with respect to a large and easily identifiable class of perturbations to its infinitesimal generator. The presented results apply to general polynomially stable semigroups and bounded perturbations. The conditions on the perturbations generalize well-known criteria for the preservation of exponential stability of semigroups. We also show that the general results can be improved if the perturbation is of finite rank or if the semigroup is generated by a Riesz-spectral operator. The theory is applied to deriving concrete conditions for the preservation of stability of a strongly stabilized one-dimensional wave equation.
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Suomessa 2004-2008 sattuneiden tieliikenneonnettomuuksien analysointia GUHA-tiedonlouhintamenetelmällä

The suitability of GUHA-data mining method for analyzing a data set containing more than 80,000 road accidents occurred in Finland in 2004 - 2008 is examined in this report. By GUHA-method, implemented to LISp-Miner software, more than 10,000 dependencies was found; about 100 easily understandable of them are presented here. Our conclusion is that GUHA-method is useful when one wants to explore relatively small size, but still significant dependencies between subsets of a given data.
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User Guide for Modularized Surrogate Model Toolbox

This user guide accompanies the surrogate model toolbox for global optimization problems. The toolbox is made for computationally expensive black-box global optimization problems with continuous, integer, or mixed-integer variables. Problems where several or all variables have to be integers may also have black-box constraints, whereas purely continuous problems may only have box constraints. For problems with computationally cheap function evaluations the toolbox may not be very efficient. Surrogate models are intended to be used when function evaluations take from several minutes to several hours or more. When reading this manual it is recommended to simultaneously take a look at the code. The code is set up such that the user only has to define his/her optimization problem in a Matlab file (see Section 6.1). Additional input such as the surrogate model to be used, the sampling strategy, or starting points are optional (see Section 6). This document is structured as follows. In Section 2 the general structure of a surrogate model algorithm is summarized. The installation is described in Section 3. The dependencies of the single functions in the code are shown in Section 4. Section 5 briefly summarizes how the surrogate model algorithm works in general. Section 6 describes the options for the input of the main function. In Section 7 the input and output of the single subfunctions of the algorithm are described. Examples for using the surrogate model algorithm are given in Section 8. In Section 9 it is explained how the user can define an own (mixture) surrogate model and an example is given. The elements of the saved results are described in Section 10.
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Using unlocated fingerprints in generation of WLAN maps for indoor positioning
This paper presents five methods for generation of WLAN maps for indoor positioning using crowdsourced fingerprints. A fingerprint is assumed to contain identifiers of WLAN access points, received signal strength values and, if the fingerprint is collected outdoors, a GPS position. The proposed methods use the fingerprints’ information to generate a WLAN map.
that contains estimated access point locations. Two of the proposed methods use RSS values in access point location estimation. In our evaluation with simulations and with real data, the Access Point Least Squares method, which does not use RSS information, is the fastest and its accuracy is as good as more complex methods that use RSS information.

**Output Regulation Theory for Linear Systems with Infinite-Dimensional and Periodic Exosystems**

In this thesis we consider the output regulation problem consisting of choosing a controller to asymptotically steer the output of a linear infinite-dimensional system to a given reference signal despite external disturbances. In particular we are interested in a situation where the considered reference and disturbance signals are nonsmooth polynomially bounded functions. The existing theory on this problem can only be used in the case where the signals to be tracked and rejected are smooth and polynomially bounded, or nonsmooth but uniformly bounded functions. The availability of more general reference and disturbance signals is useful in many applications such as the control of robot arms and disk drive systems. For generating our reference and disturbance signals we consider two separate methods, namely, a time-invariant infinite-dimensional exosystem and a periodically time-dependent finite-dimensional exosystem. We will see that the chosen method has a considerable effect on the properties of the resulting control law as well as on the behavior of the controlled closed-loop system. One of the main differences in these respective theories of output regulation is that the control law designed based on the infinite-dimensional exosystem is guaranteed to be robust with respect to a class of perturbations preserving the stability of the closed-loop system. The first main result of this thesis is the generalization of the well-known internal model principle of finite-dimensional control theory for distributed parameter systems with infinite-dimensional exosystems. On a general level this result states that in order for a controller to solve the robust output regulation problem related to a given signal generator, the controller must be able to reproduce the dynamics of this exosystem. In addition to its theoretical significance the internal model principle can also be applied in the construction of controllers solving the robust output regulation problem. Our proof of this result is based on a close connection between the behavior of the state of the closed-loop system and an associated Sylvester operator equation. In particular, the controllers achieving asymptotic tracking of the reference signals can be characterized using the solvability of certain constrained Sylvester equations, and the robustness of this property can be expressed as a condition involving equations of this type. The second main contribution of this thesis consists of the development of the theory of output regulation for infinite-dimensional systems with periodically time-dependent exosystems. In particular this also includes designing nonautonomous controllers achieving asymptotic output tracking and disturbance rejection. Our treatment shows that it is possible to study the output regulation problem for a distributed parameter system together with a nonautonomous exosystem using methods similar to the ones familiar from case of a time-invariant signal generator. In particular, the solvability of the problem related to a given periodic exosystem can be characterized using a periodically time-dependent version of the well-known regulator equations if the associated Sylvester operator equation is replaced with an infinite-
dimensional Sylvester differential equation.
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**Absolute radiometric calibration of ALS intensity data: Effects on accuracy and target classification**
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A Monocular Camera Gyroscope
We present a method for tracking the 3-axis orientation of a monocular camera using orthogonal vanishing points detected in individual frames of a sequence of images. Robust and real-time vanishing point detection is done using a standard line segment detection method and an adaptive RANSAC algorithm. Vanishing points and corresponding vanishing directions found in consecutive frames are associated with each other to produce a sequence of orientation quaternions, which is processed by an extended Kalman filter. Experiments with a consumer-level, handheld mobile device indicate that the accuracy of the proposed method is comparable with those of consumer-grade inertial motion sensors.
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An implementation of a semantic, web-based virtual machine laboratory prototyping environment

Creation of virtual machine laboratories – simulated planning and learning environments demonstrating function and structure of working machines – often involve a lot of manual labor. A notable source of the labor is the programming required due to changes in structural and functional models of a system. As a result, rapid prototyping of a virtual machine laboratory becomes difficult, if not impossible. We argue that by using a combination of semantic modeling and prototyping with a web-based system, more rapid development of virtual machine laboratories can be achieved. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a semantic, web-based virtual machine laboratory prototyping environment. Application of the environment to a case example is also described and discussed.
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Autonomous satellite orbit prediction
A method to predict satellite orbits in a GPS device without a network connection is presented. The motivation for this work was to improve the startup performance of a navigation device without Assisted GPS. Tests of our algorithm show that in 95% of the cases the error in satellite’s predicted position stays under 21 meters for one day and under 94 meters for three days.
Autonomous satellite orbit prediction

A method to predict satellite orbits in a GPS device without a network connection is presented. The motivation for this work was to reduce time to first fix when assistance data is not available. The orbit of a satellite is predicted by numerically integrating the differential equation that models its motion. The initial position and velocity values used in prediction correspond to those received from the broadcast when the device was last operated. These initial values are given in the Earth centered, Earth fixed reference frame and have to be transformed into an inertial reference frame prior to substitution into the equation of motion and subsequent integration. For this purpose, one needs to predict the movement of Earth’s rotation axis with respect to both space (nutation and precession) and to the Earth’s crust (polar motion). Using precise ephemeris as the initial condition, we found that this kind of model gave quite accurate prediction results. However, the results were worse when initial conditions were computed from the less accurate broadcast ephemeris which, unfortunately, is the only ephemeris available to the navigation device without a network connection. In addition, we were not able to find a model that would be able to predict Earth’s polar motion with sufficient accuracy within the assumed lifetime of the device. Without the polar motion parameters, one cannot do the transformation from ECEF to an inertial reference frame. In this paper we will present a method to improve the accuracy of the initial velocity of the satellite computed from the broadcast and simultaneously solve the unknown polar motion parameters. Tests of our algorithm show that in 95% of the cases the error in satellite’s predicted position stays under 21 meters for one day and under 94 meters for three days.
Bayesian Positioning Using Gaussian Mixture Models with Time-varying Component Weights

Gaussian mixture models are often used in target tracking applications to take into account maneuvers in state dynamics or changing levels of observation noise. In this study it is assumed that the measurement or the state transition model can have two plausible candidates, as for example in positioning with line-of-sight or non-line-sight-signals. The plausibility described by the mixture component weight is modeled as a time-dependent random variable and is formulated as a Markov process with a heuristic model based on the Beta distribution. The proposed system can be used to approximate some well-known multiple model systems by tuning the parameter of the state transition distribution for the component weight. The posterior distribution of the state can be solved approximately using a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter. Simulations of GPS pedestrian tracking are used to test the proposed method. The results indicate that the new system is able to find the true models and its root mean square error-performance is comparable to filters that know the true models.
Commutative bounded integral residuated orthomodular lattices are Boolean algebras
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Computational study of noise in a large signal transduction network
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Discrete maximum principles for FE solutions of nonstationary diffusion-reaction problems with mixed boundary conditions
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Explaining innovation with indicators of mobility and networks: Insights into central innovation nodes in Europe
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Forecasting the diffusion of innovation: A stochastic bass model with log-normal and mean-reverting error process

Forecasting the diffusion of innovations plays a major role in managing technology development and in engineering management overall. In this paper, we extend the conventional Bass model stochastically by specifying the error process of sales as log-normal and mean-reverting. Our model satisfies the following reasonable properties, which are generally ignored in the existing literature: sales cannot be negative, the error process can have a memory, and sales fluctuate more when they are high and less when they are low. The conventional and widely used model that assumes normally distributed error term does not have these properties. We address how to forecast properly under the log-normal and mean-reverting error process, and show analytically and numerically that in our extended model sales forecasts can substantially alter conventional Bass forecasts. We also analyze the model empirically, showing that our extension can improve the accuracy of future sales forecasts.
Gender and Innovation: Networks of Executive Women in Technology-Based Companies
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Images of asteroid 21 Lutetia: A remnant planetesimal from the early solar system
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Information Diversity in Structure and Dynamics of Simulated Neuronal Networks

Neuronal networks exhibit a wide diversity of structures, which contributes to the diversity of the dynamics therein. The presented work applies an information theoretic framework to simultaneously analyze structure and dynamics in neuronal networks. Information diversity within the structure and dynamics of a neuronal network is studied using the normalized compression distance. To describe the structure, a scheme for generating distance-dependent networks with identical in-degree distribution but variable strength of dependence on distance is presented. The resulting network structure classes possess differing path length and clustering coefficient distributions. In parallel, comparable realistic neuronal networks are generated with NETMORPH simulator and similar analysis is done on them. To describe the dynamics, network spike trains are simulated using different network structures and their bursting behaviors are analyzed. For the simulation of the network activity the Izhikevich model of spiking neurons is used together with the Tsodyks model of dynamical synapses.

We show that the structure of the simulated neuronal networks affects the spontaneous bursting activity when measured with bursting frequency and a set of intraburst measures: the more locally connected produce more and longer bursts than the more random networks. The information diversity of the structure of a network is greatest in the most locally connected, smallest in random networks, and somewhere in between in the networks between order and disorder. As for the dynamics, the most locally connected and some of the in-between networks produce the most complex intraburst spike trains. The same result also holds for sparser of the two considered network densities in the case of full spike trains.
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In this paper we consider bounded and relatively bounded finite rank perturbations of a Riesz-spectral operator generating a polynomially stable semigroup of linear operators on a Hilbert space. We concentrate on a commonly encountered situation where the spectrum of the unperturbed operator is contained in the open left half-plane of the complex plane and approaches the imaginary axis asymptotically. We present conditions on the perturbing operator such that the spectrum of the perturbed operator is contained in the open left half-plane of the complex plane and additional conditions for the strong and polynomial stabilities of the perturbed semigroup. We consider two applications of the perturbation results. In the first example we apply the results to the perturbation of a polynomially stabilized one-dimensional wave equation. In the second example we consider perturbation of a closed-loop system consisting of a distributed parameter system and an observer-based feedback controller solving the robust output regulation problem related to an infinite-dimensional signal generator.
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Comparing two stochastic differential equation models for protein kinase C activation pathway
Context-Driven Social Network Visualisation: Case Wiki Co-Creation

Along social media and Web 2.0, the amount of data sources potentially available for social network visualisation has snowballed. Recent development on information visualisation technologies contribute to the availability of tools enabling visualisation of social media data. Yet, applying the tools in different usage contexts is often difficult. The data formats vary and many of the tools are platform-specific. Potential tools each have their strengths but often a single tool is not sufficient for covering all the aspects of analysis. In this paper, we describe the means of applying component-based information visualisation to streamline social network visualisation. Further, through our approach, we seek to narrow the gap between everyday knowledge work and visual social network analysis of the data that knowledge workers process. We acknowledge the need of programming skills in introducing the visualisations to different usage contexts but yet we see that teams of analysts can apply the approach when conducting network analysis in varying contexts. The main contributions of this article are the following: a description and an analysis of a streamlined social network visual analysis process and a brief review of the related applications and tools, based on the idea of conceptual integration of visual social network analysis and augmented browsing.
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Internal model theory for distributed parameter systems
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Positioning techniques and algorithms have been studied for some years at the Tampere University of Technology within several research groups. The objective of this course hand-out has been to collect together the most important algorithms and mathematical tools used in positioning including examples and starting from the basics. We do not go into details of specialized techniques and equipment, but after this course student should be able to solve application dependent problems without having to "re-invent the wheel" again and again. This hand-out and course provide a strong basis for the course TKT-2546 Methods for Positioning. During the previous years courses MAT-45806 Mathematics for Positioning and TKT-2546 Methods for Positioning had a common hand-out. For practical reasons, the earlier hand-out has been divided into two parts so that both courses now have their own hand-out. Still the courses in question have been closely connected and it is strongly recommended to take both courses the same school year. Prerequisites are first-year engineering mathematics and basics of probability. Additionally, the course TKT-2536 Introduction to Satellite Positioning is a useful but not compulsory prerequisite. There is no official course text book in addition to this hand-out, mostly because the authors have not managed to find a single book to cover all the material on the level of abstraction we need. The arsenal of positioning computation methods is collected from different areas of mathematics and engineering sciences, and there are often discipline and interpretation differences between them, so we have tried to use common notations and represent connections between different ways of thinking as best as we could. The homepage of the course is http://math.tut.fi/courses/MAT-45806/ which contains additional information about the course and if necessary errata of this hand-out. The authors would like to thank Sami Tiainen for the initial translation of the manuscript, and professor Robert Piché, Helena Leppäkoski, Henri Pesonen, Hanna Sairo, Martti Kirkko-Jaakkola and others who have contributed to the hand-out. The sections excluded from this year's implementation have been marked with an asterisk (*).
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Minors of Boolean functions with respect to clique functions and hypergraph homomorphisms
Mobile tracking and parameter learning in unknown non-line-of-sight conditions

This paper studies the mobile tracking problem in mixed line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, where the statistics of NLOS error is Gaussian with fixed but unknown mean and variance. A Rao-Blackwellized particle filtering and parameter learning method (RBPF-PL) is proposed, in which the particle filtering with optimal trial distribution is first applied to estimate the posterior density of sight conditions, then the decentralized extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used to estimate the mobile state. In the parameter learning step, using the conjugate prior distribution on the unknown parameters, the posterior distribution of unknown parameters is further updated according to the sufficient statistics. Simulation results show the RBPF-PL method is effective to infer the unknown NLOS parameter and could achieve good tracking performance using small number of particles.
Mobile tracking in unknown non-line-of-sight conditions

This paper studies the mobile tracking problem in mixed line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, where the statistics of NLOS error are assumed unknown. Three different models are used to describe the NLOS errors. A Rao-Blackwellized particle filtering with parameter learning (RBPF-PL) is presented, in which the posterior of sight conditions is estimated by particle filtering while the mobile state and NLOS parameters are analytically computed. Simulation results are provided to evaluate the performance of RBPF-PL variants in different situations. Simulation show that unless it is known that NLOS noise has the same bias and variance in all the observations, the more complicated models should be employed as they work correctly even in NLOS model mismatch, with only slightly more computational complexity.

Modeling growth in neuronal cell cultures: network properties in different phases of growth studied using two growth simulators

In this work we study the structural changes in neuronal networks emerging during network maturation. We analyze two computational models proposed in the literature that describe the growth of neurons. The models have planar geometry and the density of cells is chosen to correspond to the ‘dense’ and ‘sparse’ cultures reported in the experimental studies. The growth of the model neurons and networks is simulated using two novel publicly available simulators. A graph representation of the networks is obtained from the simulation results and examined at days 7, 14, and 21. The two models are clearly different in nature. The first can model large networks phenomenologically, while the second describes some of the relevant biophysical processes in smaller networks. The difference in modeling approach is evident in the graph properties.
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Partial differential equations

Partial differential equations (PDEs) are used to model physical phenomena involving continua, such as fluid dynamics, electromagnetic fields, acoustics, gravitation, and quantum mechanics. They also arise as mathematical models of other multivariate phenomena, for example in mathematical finance. These course notes present derivations of the basic linear PDEs (transport, heat/diffusion, wave, Laplace) and explain how they model physical phenomena. Standard analytical solution methods (separation of variables, Dirichlet's principle, Green's functions) and general theorems about solution properties are presented. Numerical PDE solution packages in Matlab and Maple are briefly introduced. Additional course materials (including exercises and recorded lectures) are available at the author's home page http://math.tut.fi/~piche/pde
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Stochastic processes
Stochastic processes are probabilistic models of data streams such as speech, audio and video signals, stock market prices, and measurements of physical phenomena by digital sensors such as medical instruments, GPS receivers, or seismographs. A solid understanding of the mathematical basis of these models is essential for understanding phenomena and processing information in many branches of science and engineering including physics, communications, signal processing, automation, and structural dynamics. These course notes introduce the theory of discrete-time multivariate stochastic processes (i.e. sequences of random vectors) that is needed for estimation and prediction. Students are assumed to have knowledge of basic probability and of matrix algebra. The course starts with a succinct review of the theory of discrete and continuous random variables and random vectors. Bayesian estimation of linear functions of multivariate normal (Gaussian) random vectors is introduced. There follows a presentation of random sequences, including discussions of convergence, ergodicity, and power spectral density. State space models of linear discrete-time dynamic systems are introduced, and their response to transient and stationary random inputs is studied. The estimation problem for linear discretetime systems with normal (i.e. Gaussian) signals is introduced and the Kalman filter algorithm is derived. Additional course materials, including exercise problems and recorded lectures, are available at the author’s home page http://www.tut.fi/~piche/stochastic
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